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ABSTRACT 

Drop vaporization modeling is an important stage in spray combustion simulation. 

To improve the overall accuracy of multidimensional engine simulation, drop 

vaporization models based on multicomponent strategies was developed in this study. 

Petroleum fuels such as diesel fuel and gasoline are the major engine fuels composed of 

hundreds of hydrocarbon species. Therefore, a multicomponent model based on 

continuous thermodynamics (CT) was used for the vaporization modeling of petroleum 

fuels. Using the model, the molecular weights of petroleum fuel components is described 

by a gamma distribution, which is a probability distribution function. The model was 

applied in the vaporization simulation of single petroleum fuel drops. Results show a 

continuous shift in the molecular weight distribution and an increase in the mean 

molecular weight of the drop during the vaporization process, indicating that lighter 

components in the liquid drop vaporize earlier. The model was validated by simulating 

the diesel spray combustion in a constant volume combustion chamber, and good levels 

of agreement with experimental results were obtained in both flame structures and soot 

distributions.  

The application of biofuels such as biodiesel and ethanol in engines has become 

increasingly important for reasons of environmental sustainability. Therefore, another 

emphasis of the present study is on the vaporization modeling of biofuels under engine 

operating conditions. Since biodiesel compositions are not universal due to the 

uncertainty in feedstock, biodiesel vaporization (BV) model and a discrete component 

(DC) approach based on its five dominant fatty acid components were developed for the 

fuel. Methods of predicting the critical and physical properties of biodiesel components 

were presented. Experimentally measured vaporization results of biodiesel were used to 

demonstrate the validity of the vaporization models. Moreover, biofuels are often used in 

engines by blending with petroleum fuels, and the detailed understanding of the 

vaporization process is essential to designing a clean and efficient combustion system. In 

the present study, a hybrid drop vaporization model was developed, i.e., continuous 

thermodynamics is used to describe the distribution of petroleum fuel components, and a 
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discrete component approach was used to model biofuels. Practical fuel blends including 

those of diesel-biodiesel and gasoline-ethanol were studied. 

Bio-oil is a bio-renewable fuel produced by fast pyrolysis of biomass and has 

complex composition due to the uncertainties in feedstock. The present study is further 

focused on the multicomponent vaporization modeling of bio-oil based on its major 

components selected from previous studies. A discrete component approach was 

developed and the physical properties of bio-oil major components were predicted. 

Results show a continuous variation of drop composition and indicate that levoglucosan 

survives other fuel components and dominates the late stage of the vaporization process. 

Vaporization behaviors of the mixtures of bio-oil and other practical fuels were also 

studied, and results show the much longer lifetime of bio-oil components than other fuels. 

In addition to the consideration of fuel components, drop vaporization modeling 

under high-pressure conditions is also emphasized in this study. Traditional vaporization 

models are based on the Raoult’s law, which is a phase equilibrium only true at low-

pressure conditions. However, in engine operating conditions, liquid fuel drops vaporize 

in high-pressure environments. To extend the multicomponent vaporization models to 

high-pressure conditions, continuous thermodynamics was coupled general phase 

equilibrium which is characterized by the equality of the fugacity of each component in 

both phases. Correlations were developed to relate the parameters of Peng-Robinson 

equation of state and fugacity coefficients with molecular weight. Equations to calculate 

the molecular weight distribution in the vapor phase were also derived. The high-pressure 

vaporization model was validated using the experimental data of n-heptane drops under 

different ambient temperatures and pressures. Good levels of agreement between the 

predicted and measured drop vaporization histories were obtained. The high-pressure 

model was used to predict the diesel-biodiesel drop vaporization in diesel engine 

conditions. Results show that the drop lifetime increases with the biodiesel volume 

fraction in the fuel blend. Only the lighter components of diesel fuel vaporize at the 

beginning, and biodiesel components do not vaporize until sometime in the vaporization 

process. This phenomenon was further confirmed by the predicted distributions of both 

fuel vapors resulting from a biodiesel-diesel spray.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Research on internal combustion (IC) engines can be classified into two categories, 

namely, numerical simulation and experiments. The development in computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) in recent years has greatly improved the accuracy of the multidimensional 

engine simulation. Compared to engine experiments, multidimensional engine simulation is 

capable of providing detailed insights into the in-cylinder dynamics, which involves a 

number of complex, closely coupled physical and chemical processes. In particular, the spray 

and combustion processes are of great significance due to their impact on engine 

performance and emissions. Spray is a process characterized by fuel injection, atomization, 

drop collision, drop coalescence, and drop vaporization. Combustion is a process releasing 

the chemical energy of the fuel and is preceded by the mixing of air and fuel vapor resulting 

from liquid fuel drop vaporization. In multidimensional engine simulation, the detailed fuel 

spray and combustion processes are simulated using various numerical models. The overall 

accuracy of engine simulation strongly relies on the modeling of both processes. As engine 

simulation is required for more accurately representing engine in-cylinder dynamics and 

providing guide to improve engine performance, more detailed modeling strategies about 

spray and combustion are needed. 

Drop vaporization is a crucial process connecting the spray dynamics and combustion 

chemistry of fuels. It determines the distribution of fuel vapor in an engine cylinder and the 

local air-fuel ratio, an important indicator of the combustion behavior. However, traditionally, 

the treatment on vaporization modeling in multidimensional engine simulation is not 

comprehensive. Simple vaporization models were usually used without considering the 

actual composition of the fuel and the realistic ambient conditions. Thus, to improve the 

accuracy of multidimensional engine simulation, one essential step is to develop more 

advanced models for drop vaporization. There are mainly two aspects of improvements that 

can be pursued. One aspect is to extend the applicability of the models to consider the effects 

of fuel components. The other aspect is to enhance the model accuracy by taking the high-
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pressure effect into account. The advanced models also need to be computationally efficient 

to avoid adding additional cost to the engine simulation. 

Even though fossil fuels are the primary energy source for most of the combustion 

devices, there have been concerns about the future availability and environmental impact of 

such fuels. For a long-term sustainability, the application of renewable fuels in traditional 

combustion devices needs to be investigated to replace fossil fuels. In engines, bio-renewable 

fuels such as biodiesel, ethanol, bio-oil, etc. have been demonstrated as the promising 

replacements of the nonrenewable petroleum fuels. Due to the close chemical and physical 

properties with diesel fuel, biodiesel, which can be produced from animal fat or vegetable oil, 

has been used to replace diesel fuel in diesel engines. Similarly, ethanol can be used to 

replace gasoline in spark-ignition engines. In practice, to achieve the optimum emission level 

and performance, bio-renewable fuels are blended with petroleum fuels at different ratios in 

engine applications. Therefore, the special characteristics of diesel-biodiesel mixtures, e.g., 

B20, and gasoline-ethanol mixtures, e.g., E85, compared to petroleum fuels have been 

especially emphasized. To study the performance of engines fueled with petroleum-biofuel 

blends, the vaporization characteristics of such fuel blends are of primary interest. In engine 

simulation, a comprehensive model, which is able to simulate the vaporization of petroleum-

biofuel blends and provide the distributions of both fuel vapors in the engine cylinder, needs 

to be developed. 

Another emerging bio-renewable fuel applicable in engines is bio-oil, which is produced 

by the fast pyrolysis of biomass usually in the form of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. 

The feedstock of biomass includes various kinds of biological products such as wood or corn. 

Different from the gasification process that converts biomass to syngas, fast pyrolysis 

converts biomass into liquid fuels in the absence of oxygen. Due to its poor quality, which is 

characterized by high viscosity, coking, solid content, water content, and corrosiveness, bio-

oil has only been used in large scale as the energy source of low-efficiency combustion 

devices such as boiler and furnace. Recent technologies have been developed to convert bio-

oil to transportation fuels by improving the quality of the fuel and make it applicable in other 

high-efficiency combustion devices such as gas turbine and engine. Even though 

experimental studies have been conducted on the performance of engines fueled with bio-oil, 
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there have not been studies on the numerical modeling of bio-oil vaporization and 

combustion in engines. The difficulties involved in the modeling of bio-oil are introduced by 

the complex composition of the fuel due to the uncertainties in feedstock and pyrolysis 

processes. Especially for the drop vaporization simulation, which is a crucial step in spray 

and combustion modeling, reliable models considering the effect of the complex composition 

of bio-oil are not available. 

1.2 Motivation and Objective 

One major difficulty involved in drop vaporization modeling is that the compositions of 

practical fuels can be very complicated. For example, petroleum fuels are composed of 

200~300 different hydrocarbon species. Traditionally, single-component vaporization models, 

which treat the fuel as a pure component without considering the real composition of the fuel, 

are commonly used. A pure component is usually selected according to the requirement that 

its physical and chemical properties are close to those of the practical fuel. For instance, 

tetradecane (C14H30) is used to represent diesel fuel, and iso-octane (i-C8H18) is used to stand 

for gasoline. By using the single-component model, the composition of the fuel remains 

unchanged during the vaporization process and has no effect on the vaporization behaviors 

(e.g., drop lifetime and vapor distribution). Such a simple treatment may lead to significant 

errors in vaporization modeling and affect the accuracy in combustion simulation. Thus, the 

first objective of the present work is to develop multicomponent vaporization models that 

consider the effect of fuel composition on its vaporization behavior. Depending on the 

compositions of the practical fuels, different kinds of modeling strategies are used. For 

petroleum fuels, which are composed of hundreds of components, an approach based on 

continuous thermodynamics needs to be used. For a multicomponent fuel composed of only a 

few components, discrete component approach is preferred.  

Due to the increasing importance of biodiesel applications in diesel engines, the 

vaporization behavior of biodiesel in engine environment is of great interest and instructive 

for developing optimal injection strategies to improve engine performance. Therefore, to 

perform a combustion simulation of engines fueled with biodiesel, a multicomponent 

vaporization model for biodiesel needs to be developed. Since biodiesel is mainly composed 
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of a few methyl esters, one of the objectives of the present study is to develop a drop 

vaporization model for biodiesel using a discrete component approach considering the major 

components and predict the vaporization behavior of the fuel under engine environments. 

Moreover, bio-renewable fuels such as biodiesel and ethanol are blended with traditional 

petroleum fuels for use in engines. Both fuels in the blends vaporize at different rates because 

of the difference in volatility. The difference in vaporization rates leads to a continuous 

variation in the fuel composition. Thus, a vaporization model that is applicable for such fuel 

blends at different blending ratios is also needed. The vaporization model needs to be 

formulated in a hybrid way such that continuous thermodynamics is used to model petroleum 

fuels in the fuel blend and discrete component approach is used to model biodiesel.  

Moreover, according to the introduction in the last section, bio-oil is an emerging biofuel 

that can be used in many combustion devices and gasification reactors. This bio-renewable 

fuel has become increasingly important since its capability to replace petroleum fuels and 

offset carbon dioxide emissions. Therefore, one of the objectives of the present study is to 

investigate the vaporization and gasification characteristics of bio-oil. However, due to the 

uncertainties in feedstock and the pyrolysis process, the composition of bio-oil can be very 

complex. To develop vaporization models for bio-oil, there are several essential steps, 

including investigating the compositions of bio-oil derived from various sources, identifying 

a group of its major components, and developing a vaporization model according to the 

discrete component approach based on its major components. Using the discrete component 

approach, the vaporization behavior of bio-oil will be numerically studied and the vapor 

distribution of its major components in the gas phase will be presented. 

Finally, in addition to the concern on the multicomponent fuel composition, drop 

vaporization modeling with the consideration of the high-pressure effect is also important for 

improving engine simulation accuracy. In engine cylinders, liquid fuel drops experience 

high-pressure and high-temperature conditions during the vaporization process. Traditional 

vaporization models use Raoult’s law, which is based on the assumptions of low-pressure 

and ideal ambient gas, to describe the relation between the compositions of both phases at the 

phase interface. However, in engine conditions, such assumptions are not valid due to the 

high in-cylinder pressure. Using Raoult’s law at high-pressure conditions will wrongly 
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predict the drop lifetime and lead to unreasonable vapor distributions. Therefore, another 

objective of the present study is to develop vaporization models that are applicable under 

high-pressure conditions by implementing general phase equilibrium to replace Raoult’s law. 

In the present study, the improvement of the model to high-pressure conditions needs to be 

done for the continuous thermodynamics vaporization model by considering the equilibrium 

of each individual component in both liquid and vapor phases. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the multidimensional simulation of internal combustion (IC) engines, the modeling of 

spray and combustion of the liquid fuel is one of the most crucial topics. Especially, in the 

numerical simulation of drop vaporization, there are numerous aspects, including 

hydrodynamics, heat transfer, and the effect of fuel components. In this study, the effect of 

fuel components is especially emphasized. Traditionally, single-component approach is used 

to model vaporization for any fuels. However, the idea of multicomponent vaporization 

modeling should be implemented into engine simulation, since practical fuels often have 

complex compositions. Depending on the composition of the multicomponent fuel, 

continuous thermodynamics and discrete component approaches are the major methods in the 

vaporization modeling of multicomponent fuels. Moreover, drop vaporization under high-

pressure or supercritical conditions is another major field of study. To extend the 

vaporization model to high-pressure conditions, a significant improvement is to replace the 

Raoult’s Law with the general phase equilibrium. In addition, the application of 

biorenewable fuel in IC engines is becoming important due to the questionable future 

availability of petroleum fuels. Therefore, the vaporization of biorenewable fuels including 

biodiesel, ethanol, and bio-oil is also of primary interest in this study. In this chapter, 

literature and fundamental equations involved in drop vaporization modeling will be 

reviewed.  

2.1 Fundamental Equations 

In vaporization modeling, a fuel drop is usually assumed to be purely spherical, or in 

other words, drop deformation is not considered. Figure 2.1 provides the schematic of a 

vaporizing drop without natural or forced convection from the ambient gas (Hsieh and Shuen, 

1991). In this case, the only motion in the vapor phase is induced by vaporization which 

introduces a flow in the radial direction. The mass/mole fraction of each component in the 

multicomponent fuel and temperature are functions of the distance in the radial direction only. 

Therefore, heat and mass transfer also only happen in the radial direction. It can be seen from 

this figure that the temperature across the liquid-vapor interface is continuous, while 
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mass/mole fractions show a jump across at the drop surface. The jump is determined by the 

vapor-liquid phase equilibrium and will be discussed in later chapters.  

 

 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of a vaporizing multicomponent drop 

 

The gas phase (r>R(t)) governing equations regarding mass, species, momentum, and energy 

according to the simplifications discussed above can be expressed in spherical coordinate as 
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In the above equations, viscous dissipation, thermal diffusion of species, and body force are 

neglected. vr is the mass-averaged velocity in the radial direction induced by vaporization. yi 

is the mole fraction of species i in the vapor phase. ji,r is the multicomponent diffusion flux in 

the radial direction defined by 
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where Dik is the multicomponent diffusion coefficient between species i and k in a 

multicomponent system and is different from the binary diffusion coefficients. For a ternary 

system, the values of the diffusion coefficients can be calculated using the known binary 

diffusion coefficients as shown in Table 2.1 (Cussler, 1997). 

 

Table 2.1 Diffusion coefficients for a ternary system with known binary values 
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For drop vaporization calculation, since the mass/mole fractions of the fuel components in 

the vapor phase are usually small, the multicomponent diffusion flux can be simplified to the 

binary diffusion flux between the vapor of a fuel component and ambient gas. The binary 

diffusion can be described using the Fick’s law as 

 12
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. (2.6) 
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D12 is the binary diffusion coefficient between the fuel vapor and ambient air. ηrr in Eq. (2.3) 

is the shear stress defined as 
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On the other hand, in the liquid phase, since the bulk motion can be neglected, the 

governing equations can be greatly simplified to 
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xi is the mass fraction of component i in the liquid phase. Under low pressure conditions, the 

species equations in both phases can be related by the boundary conditions at the phase 

interface, where the phase equilibrium described by Raoult’s law holds. Using Raoult’s law, 

the mole fractions of a component in both phases at interface can be related as 

 
 vi s

i i

P T
Y X

P
 . (2.10) 

In the above equation, Xi and Yi are the mole fractions and can be converted to mass fractions 

to be in consistence with the species equation. Pvi is the vapor pressure at the drop surface 

evaluated at Ts, and P is the pressure of the ambience at the drop surface. In the liquid phase, 

boundary conditions of the species equation can be obtained at the drop center and drop 

surface. At the drop center, considering the assumptions of purely spherical shape of the drop 

and no forced or natural convection, symmetry requires 

 0ix

r





. (2.11) 

At the liquid-vapor phase interface (r=R), mass conservation requires 
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with the vaporization mass flux ( m ) defined as 

 
lm R  . (2.13) 

In Eq. (2.12), subscripts l and v denote the liquid and vapor phases, respectively. This 

equation indicates that mass transfer flux is composed of bulk motion and mass diffusion and 

the total mass transfer fluxes in both phases are equal at the interface. Similarly, the 

boundary conditions for the energy equation can also be obtained at the drop center and 

phase interface. At the drop center (r=0), symmetry also requires  

 0
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. (2.14) 

At phase interface (r=R), the temperature is continuous, i.e., 
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The heat transfer fluxes at the interface in both phases are equal, i.e., 
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2.2 Solution of the Governing Equations 

To develop practical drop vaporization models, the above vapor phase governing 

equations can be simplified by performing a pseudo-steady analysis. The simplification can 

be justified by the relatively short vapor phase characteristic diffusion time (t*=R
2
/D) 

compared to that of the liquid phase. This usually requires that the ratio of vapor density to 

gas density is as least an order of magnitude smaller than unity (Tong and Sirignano, 1986). 

A pseudo-steady solution of the vapor phase species conservation equation (Eq. (2.2)) can be 

obtained by removing transient term, i.e.,  
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Dig is the binary diffusivity between fuel component i and ambient gas. im is the vaporization 

rate of component i and is constant in the radial direction. Define the fraction of vaporization 

rate εi as the ratio of the vaporization rate to the total vaporization rate as 

 i
i

tot

m

m
  . (2.18) 

It is obvious that the summation of the vaporization rate fraction over all of the components 

is equal to unity, namely, 
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Using the definition of vaporization rate fraction, Eq. (2.17) can be rewritten as 
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  . (2.20) 

According to the assumption of pseudo-steady and considering the mass conservation of each 

component in the vapor phase, εi is constant along the radial direction. Assuming constant 

diffusivity and density, a solution of the above equation determining the vaporization rate of 

each component can be obtained by integrating Eq, (2.20) for r from the drop surface (r=R) 

to infinity (∞) as 

  ,4 ln 1i i ig M im R D B   , (2.21) 

where BM is the Spalding mass transfer number defined as 
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M i
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. (2.22) 

Subscript s denotes the surface of the drop. From the above two equations, it can be seen that 

the drop vaporization rate is only determined by the fuel vapor mass fractions at drop surface 

and the infinite location. The equation of vaporization rate in Eq. (2.21) is computationally 

efficient and has been widely used in CFD applications. 

On the other hand, in the liquid phase, the fully transient species and energy equations 

are solved. Using the vaporization rate expression (Eq. (2.21)) as the boundary condition in 
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Eq. (2.12), the analytical solution of the species concentration equation Eq. ((2.8)) for a 

binary component mixture can be written into the following form (Brenn, 2005): 
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In the above equation, η=t/t1 is the non-dimensional time defined by the time t divided by a 

characteristic drop life time t1 defined by Brenn (2005). ξ=r/R is the non-dimensional time 

and radial distance from the drop center. α, G, cj, λj, and dn are constants. M is Kummer’s 

function defined as 
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Using the above equation, it can be seen that Eq. (2.23) can be written into the following 

form: 

      2 4, 1 1
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 . (2.25) 

Consequently, the distribution of mass fraction in the liquid phase can be simplified to be a 

quadratic function of the radial distance from the drop center with fourth order accuracy. In a 

similar way, for the energy equation (Eq. (2.9)), Cooper (1977) obtained the analytical 

solution of the temperature field in the liquid phase, and the solution can also be written as a 

quadratic function of the distance from drop center with fourth order accuracy. The above 

solutions of species and energy equations suggest that the temperature and concentration in 

the liquid phase can be assumed to be quadratically related to the radial distance with enough 

accuracy. Consequently, in this study, in dealing with the cases that liquid drop is blended by 

two different fuels, the mass fraction of each liquid fuel in the mixture will be assumed to be 

quadratic functions of the distance from the drop center. 

2.3 Convectional Heat and Mass Transfer 

The equations of vaporization rate derived in the above section are based on the 

assumption of no forced or natural convection. Therefore, heat and mass transfers only in the 

radial direction are considered. However, in most of the situations, there is always relative 
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motion between drops and ambient gas, and the effect of convection on drop vaporization 

rate needs to be considered. To estimate the convective heating rate from the ambience to a 

drop, consider the following pseudo-steady energy conservation equation in the vapor phase: 

    24 g tot pv s tot s d

dT
r k m c T T m L T q

dr
     . (2.26) 

In the above equation, cpv is the mass averaged specific heat of the fuel vapor, and kg is gas 

phase thermal conductivity. The left hand side of the above equation accounts for the heat 

conduction toward the drop. On the right hand side, the first term is the amount of heat used 

for heating the fuel vapor from drop surface temperature to the ambient temperature. The 

second term accounts for the amount of heat used for vaporization latent heat. The last term 

is the drop heating rate, which can be related with the variation rate of drop temperature as 

 
34
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d
d L v
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q R c
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  . (2.27) 

Eq. (2.26) shows that the amount heat conducted toward the drop will be used for heating up 

the vapor, overcoming vaporization latent heat, and increasing drop temperature. 

By integrating Eq. (2.26) from the drop surface (r=R) to infinity (∞), an alternative 

expression for the drop vaporization rate can be obtained as 
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  . (2.28) 

BT in the above equation is the Spalding heat transfer number defined by 
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. (2.29) 

Eq. (2.28) and Eq. (2.21) are two equivalent ways in calculating the drop vaporization rate. 

Thus, the heat transfer number (BT) can be related to the mass transfer number (BM) as 

  1 1T MB B


   , (2.30) 

where θ is defined by 
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cpg is the specific heat of the ambient gas. Le in the above equation is the Lewis number, 

which is defined as 
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c D
 . (2.32) 

According to the energy conservation equation Eq. (2.26) at r=R, the amount of heat 

transferred to the liquid drop surface is the summation of the last two terms, i.e., 

 s tot dq m L q  . (2.33) 

On the other hand, if the drop is not vaporizing, the amount of heat transfer to the drop 

surface can be calculated with the convection heat transfer coefficient, which can be obtained 

according to the definition of Nusselt number. For non-convection situations, Nusselt number 

is equal to 2. Thus, the amount of heat transferred to drop surface without vaporization can 

be expressed as 

  2

, 4
g

s non vap g s

k
q R T T

R
   . (2.34) 

Using Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29), the amount of heat transferred to the drop surface with or 

without vaporization can be related by 
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s s non vap z
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, (2.35) 

where z is defined as 
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 . (2.36) 

Eq. (2.35) provides the difference of the heat transfer rate to the drop surface between a 

vaporizing drop and a non-vaporizing drop. The difference is due to the amount heat used for 

heating up the vapor. Therefore, this relation implies that for the situations with forced 
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convection the Nusselt number for a vaporizing drop can be related to the Nusselt number for 

a non-vaporizing drop as 
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e B


 


. (2.37) 

Nu◦ is the Nusselt number for a non-vaporizing drop, and there are correlations available for 

Nu◦ under different situations. In this study, the following classical correlation is used:   

 1/2 1/32 0.6Nu Re Pr  . (2.38) 

In the above equation, Re is the Reynolds number defined with the drop radius and Pr is the 

Prandtl number. Therefore, if there is forced convection between the drop and ambient gas, 

the vaporization rate based on heat transfer number can be obtained as 
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   . (2.39) 

On the other hand, the convective mass transfer for a vaporizing drop can be estimated 

in a similar way. If a stationary drop is not vaporizing, the mass transfer rate at the drop 

surface is 

  , , , ,4i nonvap i g i s im R D y y    . (2.40) 

For a vaporizing drop, the mass transfer rate at the drop surface can be calculated according 

to Fick’s law and Eq. (2.12) as 
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Therefore, using the above two equations, the mass transfer rates for both vaporizing and 

non-vaporizing conditions can be related as 
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Similar to Eq. (2.35) for heat transfer, Eq. (2.42) provides an implication of the relationship 

between the convective mass transfer coefficients for vaporizing and non-vaporizing drops. 

Therefore, the Sherwood numbers for both situations can be related as  
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. (2.43) 

In the above equation, Shi is the Sherwood number of species i for a vaporizing drop, and 

Shi,◦ is the Sherwood number for a non-vaporizing drop. Consequently, the vaporization rate 

of a drop, which has relative motion with the ambient gas, can be calculated as 

  , ,2 ln 1i i i ig M im R Sh D B    . (2.44) 

In analogy with the Nusselt number, a similar classical correlation of the Sherwood number 

for a non-vaporizing sphere is given by 

 1/2 1/3

, 2 0.6i iSh Re Sc  . (2.45) 

Sci is the Schmidt number for species i defined as the ratio of viscosity to mass diffusivity, 

namely,  
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i

i g
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 . (2.46) 

In multidimensional engine simulation, liquid drops are injected with a high injection 

pressure and move at high speeds. Therefore, the Nusselt number and Sherwood number 

need to be used to correct the vaporization rates according to Eqs. (2.39) and (2.44).  

2.4 Multicomponent Drop Vaporization Modeling 

The vaporization process of liquid fuel drops and the distribution of fuel vapor have a 

significant effect on combustion and exhaust emissions in internal combustion engines. As 

petroleum fuels such as gasoline and diesel fuel are complex mixtures of approximately 200 

~ 300 hydrocarbon species, using the single-component approach may not be accurate 

enough to simulate their vaporization processes. Despite that the single component approach 

has been used in engine modeling with success in numerous applications, a more 

comprehensive vaporization model is required to improve the accuracy of numerical 
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simulation for future applications. Therefore, instead of using single-component models, a 

promising way to predict the vaporization behavior more accurately is to use the 

multicomponent vaporization approaches to model the complex fuel composition and 

vaporization process (Sirignano, 1983; Megaridis and Sirignano, 1990; Harstad et al., 2003). 

Particularly, future engines are likely to be operated under low-temperature combustion 

conditions for emissions reduction (Musculus et al., 2002; Pickett and Siebers, 2004). Under 

these conditions, lighter fuel components with will vaporize earlier and have a determining 

effect on the ignition and combustion process. Heavier components on the other hand will 

vaporize later and affect the emissions formation process, particularly in the presence of 

wall-film (Wang and Lee, 2005; Kong, 2007). In addition, the single-component vaporization 

models will not be applicable to simulate the vaporization of the blend of petroleum fuels and 

biofuels. Consequently, multicomponent vaporization models are required for more accurate 

engine simulations and a comprehensive review of multicomponent vaporization models can 

be found in Sazhin (2006). 

Discrete component approach is one of the major multicomponent vaporization 

strategies. Using this approach, a multicomponent fuel is assumed to be composed of a finite 

number of components that have different properties. One such typical approach uses six 

components for diesel fuel and seven components for gasoline for vaporization modeling (Ra 

and Reitz, 2008). Abraham and Magi (1998) treated a multicomponent drop by a 

combination of several drops which had only one component in each drop, and the size of 

each drop was the same with the original multicomponent fuel drop. As a result, the 

vaporization flux of each component can be calculated using traditional single-component 

strategies. Aggarwal and Mongia (2002) performed multicomponent vaporization 

calculations using high-pressure phase equilibrium at the drop surface to study the 

vaporization behavior of a two-component fuel drop at different conditions. Discrete 

component approach can also be used in the multicomponent modeling of wall-film 

vaporization. Zeng and Lee (2000) obtained the vaporization flux for each component in the 

vapor phase by boundary integration and quasi-one-dimensional transport equations or the 

liquid phase. They used third-order polynomials for temperature and mass fraction profiles in 

the normal direction of the film to simplify the calculation. Wang et al. (2003) applied the 
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same vaporization model by assuming gasoline to be composed of four components to study 

air-fuel mixing in gasoline direct-injection engines. Torres et al. (2003) used a space 

discretization with several discrete points in the interior of the fuel drop to solve the transport 

equation for each component and the evolution of composition of the multicomponent drop. 

Since the transport equations were linear, the computational cost was not high in solving the 

spatial and temporal variations of temperature and mass fractions. 

To use the continuous thermodynamics approach, a continuous function is used to model 

the distribution of the fuel components. As a result, the number of variables can be greatly 

reduced compared to the discrete component approach. Tamim and Hallett (1995) developed 

a continuous thermodynamics vaporization model using a gamma distribution, which is a 

probability density function (PDF), to describe the molecular weight distribution in a 

complex multicomponent fuel. In order to correlate the vapor pressure of the components 

with their molecular weight, a linear correlation between the component molecular weight 

and the normal boiling point was proposed. The vapor-liquid equilibrium and vapor phase 

transport equations were also derived. Hallett (2000) further simplified the vapor phase 

transport by neglecting gas-phase transients and assuming spherical symmetry and constant 

properties around the drop in the gas phase. Lippert and Reitz (1997) applied the same 

continuous thermodynamics model, converted the original vapor phase transport equations of 

the moments to be on mass basis, and implemented the model into an engine simulation code 

for engine spray modeling. Ra and Reitz (2004) further improved the vaporization model by 

considering the finite thermal diffusivity in the liquid phase and introduced the drop surface 

temperature to calculate the heat transfer rate. In order to achieve a more accurate modeling 

of the compositions of kerosene fuels such as JP-8, Harstad and Bellan (2004) linearly 

combined two gamma distributions and used the square root of molecular weight as the 

variable in the combined distribution function. In addition to applications in modeling fuel 

drops, Wang and Lee (2005) developed a multicomponent model for wall-film vaporization 

using a gamma distribution as the PDF and also derived the diffusion equation for liquid 

composition. Other than the gamma distribution, other types of functions such as truncated 

spectral expansion was also used to model the continuous mixture of a large number of 

components (Arias-Zugasti and Rosner, 2003). 
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2.5 Vaporization Modeling under High-Pressure Conditions 

In addition to the composition of practical fuels, vaporization modeling also needs to 

consider the effects of high pressure since liquid fuel drops frequently experience high-

pressure conditions in practical combustion devices such as diesel engines and gas turbines. 

Traditionally, for computational efficiency, drop vaporization models are mostly based on 

the Raoult’s law which is a low-pressure simplification of the general vapor-liquid phase 

equilibrium. Based on the assumptions of ideal gas and no gas dissolving in the liquid phase, 

Raoult’s law provides a simple relation of the mole fractions of the components in both 

phases at the phase interface. Since such assumptions are not entirely true under high-

pressure conditions, errors will be introduced in the prediction of drop vaporization rate and 

vapor distribution. To improve the accuracy of multidimensional engine simulation, general 

phase equilibrium, which is characterized by the equality of fugacity of each component in 

both phases at the phase interface, need to be used to replace the Raoult’s law to provide the 

boundary conditions of the species equations in both phases. This improvement requires the 

consideration of real gas behaviors which can be modeled using various types of equations of 

state such as the virial, Lee-Kesler, and two-parameter cubic equations of state. Of these 

equations, the two-parameter cubic equations of state, e.g., van der Waals, Redlich-Kwong 

(RK), Redlich-Kwong-Soave (RKS), and Peng-Robinson (PR), are more frequently used. 

Researchers have performed the analysis on the high-pressure drop vaporization 

behavior without forced or natural convection by solving the governing equations shown in 

Sec. 2.1. Hsieh et al. (1991) conducted the analysis of high-pressure drop vaporization 

modeling using conservation equations based on a moving coordinate system and solved 

equations numerically in both liquid and vapor phases to obtain the drop vaporization rate. 

The RK equation of state was used to model the real gas behavior in systems composed of 

single-component drops such as n-pentane and nitrogen. Jia and Gogos (1993) applied 

similar numerical approaches in the vaporization modeling of n-hexane in a high-pressure 

nitrogen environment and showed the advantage of PR equation of state compared to RK 

equation of state. Curtis and Farrell (1992) simulated the high-pressure drop vaporization at 

diesel engine conditions and discussed the effects of coupled diffusion process and anomalies 

on drop vaporization. Similar research was also performed by Zhu and Aggarwal (2000) who 
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used the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method with a dynamically adaptive mesh moving 

with the receding drop surface in solving the governing equations.  

High-pressure drop vaporization modeling can also be performed without solving the 

transient governing equations in the vapor phase. For simplicity, pseudo-steady solutions of 

the governing equations, which have a solution expressed by the Spalding mass transfer 

number, are used to evaluate drop vaporization rate. This approach is suitable for the cases 

with forced convection and can be applied efficiently to the simulation of diesel fuel spray. 

The pseudo-steady vaporization rate determined by Spalding mass transfer number is derived 

from the one-dimensional species concentration equation with the assumption that ambient 

gas does not diffuse into the liquid phase. Even though the amount of ambient gas that 

dissolves onto the surface of the drop is not negligible under high-pressure conditions, the 

small diffusion coefficient in the liquid phase may validate such an assumption. Therefore, it 

is still reasonable to use the pseudo-steady vaporization rate formula at high-pressure 

conditions. Aggarwal and Mongia (2002) used such a pseudo-steady solution for 

vaporization rate under high-pressure conditions and PR equation of state to calculate phase 

equilibrium in modeling the vaporization of binary-component drops. The vaporization 

results of binary component drops were compared with equivalent single-component drops in 

the gas turbine environment to study the multicomponent effect. Zeng and Lee (2002) 

emphasized on the thermal and mass diffusion models (e.g. infinite diffusivity and finite 

diffusivity models considering the effect of drop recession) for modeling the vaporization of 

multicomponent fuels based on the pseudo-steady vaporization rate equation and used PR 

equation of state to consider the non-ideality of ambient gas to calculate phase equilibrium 

under high-pressure conditions.  

In addition to the above studies using discrete component approaches, research on the 

high-pressure vaporization was extended to multicomponent vaporization models based on 

continuous thermodynamics. The general phase equilibrium of a semi-continuous system 

including the continuous distributed components and discrete components was considered 

(Zhu and Reitz, 2002). The formulas for calculating the parameters of the equation of state 

based on continuous thermodynamics were also provided. 
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The multicomponent vaporization model using continuous thermodynamics approach 

discussed in Sec. 2.4 is based on Raoult’s law and Clausius–Clapeyron relation. Under high-

pressure conditions, to model the vaporization of complex fuels, an extension of the model 

by replacing Raoult’s law with general phase equilibrium is necessary. Even though Zhu and 

Reitz (2002) modeled the high-pressure vaporization of multicomponent drops using 

continuous thermodynamics, a complete multicomponent vaporization model based on the 

combination of continuous thermodynamics and general phase equilibrium has not been fully 

developed. Moreover, the vaporization behaviors of biodiesel and its mixture with diesel fuel 

under high-pressure conditions have not been studied. 

2.6 Biodiesel as a Renewable Replacement of Diesel Fuel 

The questionable future availability of petroleum fuels and the concern on environmental 

carbon emissions require more research and applications of renewable fuels. As the 

promising renewable substitutions of petroleum fuels, biofuels have been used in many 

combustion devices. With comparable physical and chemical properties, for instance, 

biodiesel can be used as the partial replacement for diesel fuel, and ethanol can be used 

together with gasoline. Previous experimental studies showed that comparable engine 

performance and improved emissions of carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbon and soot 

can be obtained by using biodiesel. A practical way of utilizing biodiesel in a diesel engine is 

to blend the fuel with diesel fuel by their high miscibility. In this way, significant 

modifications to the engines are not required. Experimental studies have been conducted on 

engine performance for using the blends of various kinds of biodiesel and diesel fuel with 

different blend ratios. It is found that the volume fraction of biodiesel can be up to 20% 

around which optimum engine thermal efficiency can be obtained without a significant 

increase in NOx emission (Agarwal and Das, 2001; Lapuerta et al. 2008; Ramadhas et al. 

2005; Chio et al., 1997). Despite the extensive experimental studies, there are only limited 

studies on the vaporization of the mixture of biofuels and petroleum fuels at a fundamental 

level, as will be discussed in later chapters.  

One challenge in modeling biodiesel vaporization is the uncertainties in the fuel 

composition and properties. Vegetable oils, such as rapeseed methyl ester, soybean methyl 
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ester, and sunflower methyl ester, are commonly used to produce biodiesel. Different 

feedstock will lead to different compositions of biodiesel. Therefore, the physical properties 

of biodiesel can be relatively uncertain. However, despite the difference in feedstock, most of 

biodiesel derived from vegetable oils are mainly composed of five C16 to C18 fatty acids 

(Ramadhas et al., 2005; Ramos et al., 2009), i.e., palmitic (C16H32O2), stearic (C18H36O2), 

oleic (C18H34O2), linoleic (C18H32O2), and linolenic (C18H30O2). Ramos et al. (2009) studied 

the effect of the raw material composition on biodiesel properties. Wu et al. (2009) tested the 

effect of feedstock of biodiesel on diesel engine emissions using five different methyl esters. 

Yuan et al. (2003) also provided methods to predict the physical properties of biodiesel using 

these five pure fatty acids using an ideal mixing rule. Based on the mixing rule, the critical 

and physical properties of biodiesel can be predicted according to the mass/mole fractions of 

its major components.  

To achieve a better understanding of biodiesel combustion in engines, the drop 

vaporization characteristics of biodiesel need to be studied. The vaporization of biodiesel 

drops was studied experimentally and numerically only recently. Morin et al. (2000, 2004) 

performed experiments on the single, stagnant drop vaporization of rapeseed methyl ester 

and sunflower methyl ester and obtained the experimental data on drop vaporization histories. 

Barata (2008) numerically simulated the dispersion and vaporization of rapeseed methyl ester 

drops that were injected into a turbulent cross-stream and compared the results with those 

using conventional fuels. Modeling of diesel-biodiesel drop vaporization has been based on 

well-defined properties of the two fuels and is essentially a binary-component approach 

(McCrady et al., 2007; Ra et al., 2008). In the above approaches, both diesel fuel and 

biodiesel are treated as single-component fuels. Despite the increasing importance of biofuel-

petroleum fuel blends application, a comprehensive vaporization model for the fuel blend 

and considers the complex components of both fuels is not currently available.   

2.7 Bio-oil Utilization 

Bio-oil, which is also called pyrolysis oil, is a liquid fuel produced through the vapor 

condensation during the fast pyrolysis process of wood, corn, or other vegetable biomass at a 

moderate temperature around 500 ˚C (Shihadeh and Hochgreb, 2000). Bio-oil is usually in 
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black-brownish color containing significant amount of moisture (15-25 wt%), particles, 

nitrogen, alkali, and tar. The fuel has a heating value about half of that of No. 2 diesel fuel 

and is more dense and viscous than No. 2 diesel fuel. The energy density of bio-oil is high 

and the cost of bio-oil production is relatively low compared with other biofuels, so the 

application of bio-oil is potentially profitable. Therefore, bio-oil can be used in large-scale in 

many combustion devices. Since the application of bio-oil provides significant advantages by 

offsetting the carbon dioxide emission of fuel combustion (Mohan et al., 2006), a great deal 

of research has also shown that bio-oil can be possibly used in the existing combustion 

devices (Chiaramonti et al., 2007; Czernik and Bridgwater, 2004).  

The application of bio-oil in diesel engines has been studied experimentally. Engine 

testing results showed that high thermal efficiency, which can be up to 44.9%, can be 

obtained by using bio-oil in a diesel engine (Solantausta et al., 1993; Solantausta et al., 1995; 

Jay et al., 1995). Shihadeh and Hochgreb (2000) experimentally compared the performance 

of a high-speed diesel engine fueled with bio-oil and diesel fuel, respectively. Results of their 

experiments show that the thermal efficiency of bio-oil is equal to that of diesel fuel. Bio-oil 

leads to longer ignition delay which is due to not only the poor vaporization and atomization 

of the liquid fuel but also the chemical composition of the fuel. They further concluded that 

the water content and thermal cracking are the most important parameters in affecting the 

ignition and combustion performance. Lower water content and greater cracking will yield 

better performance, and other physical properties do not have significant effects on the 

performance. The water content, which can be up to 20-30% on mass basis, in bio-oil can 

reduce the local combustion temperature and therefore be beneficial in reducing the emission 

of NOx. Combustion experiments performed by Osamaa et al. (2008) showed that NOx 

emission was reduced while increased emissions of particulate matter were obtained using 

bio-oil. It was also observed that pilot injection is needed and the heat release rate can be 

very high.  

Moreover, research has been conducted on the single-drop combustion of bio-oil. 

Shaddix and Tennision (1998) performed experimental study on single bio-oil drop 

combustion with a focus on the micro-explosion phenomenon. Results show that micro-

explosion happens very early in the combustion process and the presence of char particles 
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accelerates the occurrence of micro-explosion. Methanol and other low-volatility compounds 

can be used to accelerate the micro-explosion, while adding water will delays the micro-

explosion. Wornat et al. (1994) experimentally compared the single drop combustion 

behavior of different multicomponent fuels such as No. 2 diesel fuel, pine oil, and oak oil. 

The difference in the burning behavior such as flame color and soot emissions of such fuel 

was observed. In contrast, the similarity in drop burning time among these fuel drops was 

also found.  

Even though bio-oil has been experimentally tested in diesel engines, the detailed spray 

and vaporization behaviors of bio-oil have not been studied in detail. Since the feedstock and 

pyrolysis process are usually different for different producers, the composition of bio-oil can 

vary significantly. As a major feedstock of bio-oil, wood is mainly composed of five 

chemical constituents including cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, organic extractives, and 

inorganic minerals. The pyrolysis of the first three constituents produces the components of 

bio-oil, and it is found out that bio-oil is a complex mixture of water, guaiacols, catecols, 

syringols, vanillins, furancarboxaldehydes, isoeugenol, pyrones, acetic acid, formic acid and 

other carboxylic acids (Mohan et al. 2006). Goos (1954) reported 231 compounds in the 

liquid product from the destructive distillation of wood. Evans and Milne (1987) used 

experimental approaches such as molecular-beam and mass spectrometric sampling to 

identify the components reported by previous studies. Branca et al. (2003) used gas 

chromatographic/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) technique and experimentally studied the 

compositions of bio-oil produced from wood by different fast pyrolysis processes. Results 

showed that despite the uncertainties in the fast pyrolysis processes, the components of bio-

oil produced using wood can be grouped into the following categories, i.e., water, minor and 

major carbohydrates, furans, phenols, guaiacos, and syringols. Different from petroleum 

fuels which are mainly composed of hydrocarbon species, the components of bio-oil are 

more various. Therefore, a discrete component approach will be appropriate for the 

vaporization modeling of bio-oil by selecting some representative components from each 

category reported by Branca et al (2003).   
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CHAPTER 3 MODEL FORMULATION 

This chapter describes the numerical models developed/used in this study. In engine 

simulation, multicomponent vaporization modeling accounts for the effect of fuel 

composition on drop vaporization behavior. Depending on the characters of the 

multicomponent fuel, different modeling strategies were used. To perform multicomponent 

vaporization modeling, it is necessary to consider the difference in vaporization rates of 

different components and track the mass/mole fraction of each component during the 

vaporization process. If there are only a limited number of components in the drop, the 

vaporization of individual components can be simulated and drop vaporization is a collective 

result of the vaporization of all the components. Such an approach is called a discrete 

component model. However, if the number of components in the fuel is large, e.g., hundreds 

of components, it is inconvenient to track the mass/mole fractions of all of the components. 

Vaporization modeling of this kind of fuels stimulates the development of continuous 

thermodynamics model that uses a probability density function to describe the molecular 

weight distribution of the components in the fuel. Using continuous thermodynamics, the 

number of variables during the vaporization calculation will be greatly reduced, while the 

information of fuel composition can be monitored. Due to the need to model the vaporization 

of petroleum and biofuels, which have complex fuel components, both continuous 

thermodynamics and discrete component models were developed in this study.  

In this chapter, effects of high pressure on drop vaporization were also considered, and a 

high-pressure multicomponent vaporization model will also be described. The above models 

were implemented into the baseline CFD code, KIVA-3V (Amsden, 1999). Several spray and 

combustion-related submodels will be also described briefly.  

3.1 Continuous Thermodynamics 

Continuous thermodynamics is one of the most important multicomponent vaporization 

approaches. In contrary to the discrete component method, continuous thermodynamics is a 

method preferred for complex fuels such as diesel fuel and gasoline which are composed of 

200~300 hydrocarbon species. By using continuous thermodynamics, the molecular weights 

of the components of the fuel are described by a probability density function. In this study, a 
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gamma distribution is used to model the molecular weight distribution of petroleum fuel 

components. 

The gamma distribution used in this study is a probability distribution function based on 

gamma function, i.e., 

 
 

 

1

( ) exp
I I

f I





 

  


   

   
   

. (3.1) 

Γ(α) is the gamma function. In the gamma distribution, γ can be regarded as the origin of the 

distribution and is usually assumed constant during the vaporization process. α and β are the 

two parameters determining the shape of the distribution and will change during the 

vaporization process. A gamma distribution for diesel fuel with α=23, β=8.15, and γ=0 is 

plotted as shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Gamma distribution for diesel fuel with α=23, β=8.15, and γ=0 

 

Using the above molecular weight distribution, the mole fraction of species in the range ΔI 

can be described as 

  i ii
Y f I I  . (3.2) 

The integration of the above equation for I from γ to infinity () will be equal to unity, i.e.,   
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It is expected that the distribution parameters will change during the drop vaporization 

process. However, in practice, it is not convenient to calculate the variations of α and β 

directly. Instead, the moments of the distribution are selected as the variables controlling the 

composition during the vaporization process. Since the origin, γ, is usually kept constant 

during the entire vaporization process, the first and second moments of the distribution are 

enough to describe the distribution. The first moment is obtained by weighing the molecular 

weight (I) with the distribution, namely, 

  f I IdI





  . (3.4) 

The first moment of the distribution is also the mean molecular weight of the 

multicomponent fuel. Using a gamma distribution, the mean molecular weight can be 

obtained as a function of distribution parameters as 

       . (3.5) 

The second moment of the distribution can be obtained by weighing I
2
 with the distribution 

function as 

   2f I I dI




   . (3.6) 

Similarly, putting in the gamma distribution in the above integration, the second moment can 

also be related to the distribution parameters as 

  
22 2 2          , (3.7) 

where ζ
2
 is the variance of the distribution.  

For a multicomponent fuel modeled by such a molecular weight distribution, the 

vaporization rates of the continuously distributed components will be different. Therefore, 

the composition of the fuel will change during the vaporization. To obtain the variations of 
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the above two moments, consider a liquid drop mixed by multiple fuels one of which can be 

modeled using continuous thermodynamics. The species concentration equation (Eq. (2.8)) is 

true for the continuously distributed components. Integrate the equation from drop center 

(r=0) to drop surface (r=R), i.e., 

 
   2 2

0 0

R R
l I Ic r X r J

dr dr
t r

 
 

   , (3.8) 

where cl is the molar density and XI is the mole fraction of the continuous fuel component in 

the liquid phase, namely,  

  I FX X f I dI . (3.9) 

Subscript F denotes the multicomponent fuel. Note that Eq. (3.8) is on molar basis different 

from Eq. (2.8) which is on mass basis. In this study, the distribution function is assumed to 

be invariant in the radial direction in the liquid phase, while the mole fraction of the 

multicomponent fuel (XF) can be a function of radius. Define the average mole fraction of a 

fuel in the liquid phase as 

 2

3
0

1
4

4

3

R

F FX r X dr

R





  . (3.10) 

Note that the diffusion flux at drop center is zero due to symmetry. Assuming that the molar 

density does not change along radial direction in the liquid phase, the integration of Eq. (3.8) 

leads to 

 
 

,
3

l I

I R

d c XR
J

dt
  , (3.11) 

where  

  I FX X f I dI . (3.12) 

Using Eq. (3.11), the boundary condition at the drop surface described by Eq. (2.12) can be 

rewritten as 
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    . (3.13) 

YI is the mole fraction of continuous species in the vapor phase defined based on the vapor 

distribution function as 

  I F vY Y f I dI . (3.14) 

JI,v in Eq. (3.13) is the diffusion flux of continuous components in the vapor phase. For a 

binary diffusion system, which is composed of the fuel and ambient gas, JI,v can be described 

using the Fick’s law as 

 ,
I

I v v I

dY
J c D

dr
  . (3.15) 

DI is the binary mass diffusivity between the continuous components and ambient gas. Using 

Eqs. (3.9) and (3.14), the integration of Eq. (3.13) for I from γ to ∞ leads to  
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 . (3.16) 

Multiplying with I and I
2
 on both sides of Eq. (3.13) respectively, the integration for I from 

γ to ∞ leads to the variation rate of the first and second moments of the liquid phase as 
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and 
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In the above two equations, it can be seen that the derivatives of the liquid phase moments 

with respect to time can be obtained. Therefore, the change of molecular weight distribution 

during the vaporization process can be calculated. Using Eq. (3.16) to replace the second 

term on the right hand side of the above equations, the both equations can be simplified to 

    , , ,

3l v
l F R v R F R I l F v

Rl F

d N c d
Y Y D I Y f I dI

dt c X R N dr



  

    
             

 , (3.19) 

and 
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, , ,

3l v
l F R v R F R I l F v
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Y Y D I Y f I dI

dt c X R N dr


    
              

 . (3.20) 

θv,R and Ψv,R are the first and second moments of the distribution of fuel vapor at drop surface, 

respectively, and are defined similarly to those for liquid phase as  

     2,v v v vf I IdI f I I dI
 

 
 

   . (3.21) 

It can be seen that Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) involve the derivative of vapor phase molecular 

weight distribution with respect to r. The integration in Eq. (3.19) can be expanded as 
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, (3.22) 

where D  and D are the mean diffusivities defined by 

        
1

,v v

v

D f I D I dI D f I D I IdI
 



 

   . (3.23) 

In Eq. (3.22), neglect the variation of diffusivity in the radial direction. Thus, Eq. (3.19) can 

be further simplified to 
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. (3.24) 

In a similar way, Eq. (3.20) can also be simplified to 
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, (3.25) 

where D̂  is the second moment averaged diffusivity defined by 

     21ˆ
v

v

D f I D I I dI





  . (3.26) 

It can be seen from Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) that to estimate the partial derivatives of both 

liquid phase moments, the partial derivatives in both equations need to be evaluated at drop 

surface. In this study, the pseudo-steady species equation for the continuously distributed 

components is used, i.e., 

  
 2

2 I

v r I

d r Jd
c r v Y
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  . (3.27) 

Integrating the above equation from γ to ∞ for molecular weight I, the result is  

  
 2 2 F v
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 . (3.28) 

Assuming that the diffusivity DI is not a function of r, the above equation can be written as 

  2 2 F
v r F v

d d dY D
c r v Y c r

dr dr dr

 
  

 
. (3.29) 

vr in the above equations is the molar-averaged velocity defined by 
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where N is the molar vaporization rate. Therefore, Eq. (3.29) can be further rewritten as 
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The above equation can be simplified by neglecting the variation of the averaged diffusivity 

in the radial direction. Integrating the above differential equation from drop surface (r=R) to 

arbitrary location r, the resulting equation is 
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. (3.32) 

Further integrate the above equation from r=R to infinity, and the derivative of fuel mole 

fraction with respect to r at drop surface can be obtained as 
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. (3.33) 

To obtain the derivative involving the first moment, multiply molecular weight I on both 

sides of Eq. (3.27) and integrate for I from γ to ∞, and the result is  
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. (3.34) 

Integrate the above equation for r from drop surface (r=R) to arbitrary location r, and the 

integration lead to 
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. (3.35) 

Further integrate the above equation for r from drop surface (r=R) to infinity, and the 

derivative involving first moment at drop surface can be obtained as 
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Similarly, for the second moment, the derivative at drop surface can be derived as 
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. (3.37) 

Using the resulting equations of the above analysis, i.e., Eqs. (3.33), (3.36), and (3.37), the 

variation rates of both moments of the liquid phase can be calculated using Eqs. (3.24) and 

(3.25), and the variation of the liquid phase composition during vaporization can be 

estimated. 

It can be seen that the molecular weight distribution in the vapor phase, i.e., fv(I) must be 

determined to calculate the variation rates of both moments as described in Eqs. (3.24) and 

(3.25). Under low pressure conditions, the vapor phase molecular weight distribution can be 

related to the distribution in the liquid phase using the Raoult’s law described in Eq. (2.10). 

By using continuous thermodynamics, the vapor pressure of the continuous components is a 

function of the molecular weight. Therefore, using Raoult’s law, the vapor phase distribution 

function at drop surface can be described as 
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,
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v L

F R

X P I
f I f I
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 . (3.38) 

In the above equation, Psat(I) is the vapor pressure of the continuous components evaluated at 

drop surface temperature, and P is the actual ambient pressure at the drop surface. To obtain 

vapor pressure as a function of molecular weight, its relation with temperature using 

Clausius-Clapeyron equation can be used. Atmospheric pressure and normal boiling point 

can be used as reference in the equation. In continuous thermodynamics model, normal 

boiling point is approximately linearly correlated with molecular weight as 

 b b bT a b I  , (3.39) 

where ab and bb are constants determined by the type of the fuel. Tamin and Hallett (1995) 

suggested 241.4 and 1.45 as the values of ab and bb, respectively for petroleum fuels. Using 

the normal boiling point, vapor pressure can then be calculated using Clausius-Clapeyron 

equation as 
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A and B in the above equation are related to ab and bb as 
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sfg is the entropy of vaporization.  

Using the above two equations, the vapor phase mole fraction of the fuel at drop surface 

can be integrated according to Eq. (3.38) as 
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Similarly, the integrations in Eq. (3.21) result in the first and second moments in the vapor 

phase at drop surface, i.e.,  
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and 
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. (3.44) 

3.2 Discrete Component Approach 

Different from the continuous thermodynamics approach, if the fuel is composed of only 

a few components, it is desirable to track the mass/mole fraction of each component during 

the vaporization process. Using this approach, the binary diffusion equation in the vapor 

phase for each component as shown in Eq. (2.17) needs to be considered, and Eq. (2.21) 

provides the vaporization rates of each component. The difficulty is how to calculate the 

vaporization rate fraction of each component if there are more than two components in the 

fuel. To calculate the vaporization rate fraction, the total vaporization rate of the drop can be 

obtained from Eq. (2.21) as 
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The above equation shows that the total vaporization rate can be obtained from the diffusivity 

and mass transfer number of each individual component. Therefore, for any two arbitrary 

components in the fuel, the following equation must be true:  

    , , , ,ln 1 ln 1i g M i j g M jD B D B   . (3.46) 

The above equation provides n-1 equations for vaporization rate fraction ε, if there are n 

components in the multicomponent fuel. Together with Eq. (2.19), there will be a total of n 

equations, and the vaporization rate fraction for each component can be calculated with 

numerical iteration methods. If the diffusivities of all of the components are assumed 

identical, Eq. (3.46) reduces to the following relation for any two components:  
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To calculate the drop vaporization rate using the discrete component approach, the mass 

fraction of each component at drop surface and infinity must be known to calculate the mass 

transfer number shown in Eq. (2.21). For drop vaporization calculation under low-pressure 

conditions, according to Raoult’s law, the mole fraction of fuel vapor at drop surface must be 

calculated using the vapor pressure. However, for some biofuels such as biodiesel and bio-oil, 

vapor pressure data are not available and need to be estimated with correlations. In this study, 

the vapor pressure is estimated using the following Pitzer’s expansion, 

          0 1
ln vpr r rP f T f T  , (3.48) 

where f 
(0)

 and f 
(1)

 are correlations in Lee and Kesler’s form (Reid et al., 1987) expressed as 
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In Eq. (3.48), ω is the acentric factor which is the value of the following equation at Tr=0.7:  

  log 1vprP    . (3.51) 

In the above equations, Tr is the reduced temperature which is defined as the ratio of 

temperature to critical temperature, i.e. Tr=T/Tc. Pvpr is the reduced vapor pressure based on 

critical pressure. The latent heat of the fuel must be known for the calculation of drop heating 

rate as described by Eq. (2.26). In this study, the latent heat is estimated using Fish and 

Lielmezs’ method (Reid et al., 1987): 
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where X is determined by reduced temperature and reduced boiling point, namely, 
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Subscript b denotes normal boiling point. The above equations use the latent heat at normal 

boiling point and evaluate the departure from the value at normal boiling point to the value at 

arbitrary temperature. The latent heat at normal boiling point can be estimated using Riedel 

method (Reid et al., 1987), i.e., 
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In this study, Fuller’s correlation is used to estimate the binary diffusion coefficient. This 

correlation shows that binary diffusion coefficient is determined by temperature and pressure, 

i.e.,  
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. (3.55) 

In the above equation, M stands for molecular weight, and Σv is the summation of diffusion 

volumes of the atoms in the molecular structure of a component. Detailed information about 

atom diffusion volumes can be found in Reid et al., (1987).  
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Additionally, drop expansion, indicating a decrease in drop density usually, happens at 

the beginning of the vaporization process when the drop vaporization rate is slow such that 

most of the heat is used for increasing drop temperature but not vaporization latent heat. To 

achieve a more accurate prediction of drop vaporization history, the variation of density with 

changing drop temperature needs to be evaluated. In this study, the Rackett technique, which 

is further modified by Spencer and Danner (Reid et al., 1987; Yuan et al., 2003), is used to 

model the density as a function of drop temperature, namely, 

 R

RAZ 


  . (3.56) 

In the above equation, ρR is the density at reference temperature, which is taken as 273 K in 

this study. ZRA is a constant determined by 

 0.29056 0.08775RAZ   . (3.57) 

The exponent ϕ of ZRA in Eq. (3.56)is defined as 

    
2/7 2/7

1 1r rRT T     . (3.58) 

In the above equation, TrR is the reduced reference temperature. 

It can be seen that to use the above correlations, critical properties of the components 

need to be known. In this study, Ambrose and Joback group contribution techniques (Reid et 

al., 1987) are mainly used to estimate the critical properties of each component. For instance, 

Ambrose’s method calculates critical temperature using normal boiling temperature which 

can be obtained from available data source, namely, 

  
1

1 1.242c b TT T
   

 
. (3.59) 

ΔT is a constant of an atom or a group of atoms which build up the component, and the values 

of ΔT can be found in Reid et al. (1987). Critical volumes of individual components can also 

be estimated with Ambrose’s group contribution method as 

 40c VV   . (3.60) 
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The values of ΔV of atoms or group of atoms, which build up the component, can also be 

found in Reid et al. (1987). In a similar way, critical pressure can be obtained by 

  
2

0.339c PP M


   . (3.61) 

In contrast to Eq. (3.45), an alternative discrete component vaporization modeling 

strategy is to assume the multicomponent fuel to be a pure component, and the vaporization 

calculation can be greatly simplified. The critical properties of the pure component are 

obtained as the mean values of the critical properties of individual actual components. The 

mean values are calculated according to the mole fractions of individual components. Thus, 

the effect of fuel composition on its vaporization behavior is still considered. In this study, 

the mixing rule for Lee-Kesler equation of state (Reid et al., 1987) is used to calculate the 

mean critical properties. Using the mixing rule, the mean critical temperature of the modeled 

pure component can be calculated as 

 1/4

1/4

1
cm i j cij cij

i jcm

T y y V T
V

  . (3.62) 

In the above equation, y is the mole fraction of the actual fuel component. Tcij is calculated 

with the critical temperatures of component i and j as 

 
1/2( )cij ci cj ijT T T k , (3.63) 

where ijk   is a binary constant. For the some binary pairs without known values, ijk   is set to 

unity. The mean critical volume of the fuel can be calculated using the following relation: 

 
cm i j cij

i j

V y y V , (3.64) 

where Vcij is calculated by 

  1/3 1/31

8
cij ci cjV V V  . (3.65) 

Tci and Vci are respectively the critical temperature and volume of individual components. 

Using the mean critical temperature and volume, the mean critical pressure can be estimated 

as 
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  0.2905 0.085 /cm m cm cmP RT V  . (3.66) 

ωm is the mole-averaged acentric factor. Using Eqs. (3.62), (3.64), and (3.66), the original 

multicomponent fuel can be model as a single-component fuel with the mean critical 

properties which can be used in the correlations for the estimation of physical properties 

needed for vaporization calculation.  

This strategy is best applicable for multicomponent fuels composed of components with 

close properties. For this kind of fuels, discrete component approach does not show a 

significant advantage in the accuracy compared to this strategy. A good example of this kind 

of fuel is biodiesel which is composed of five components with similar chemical formulas. 

Therefore, in this study, this approach is named as biodiesel vaporization (BV) model and 

vaporization simulation of biodiesel drops is performed mostly using this approach. 

Comparison between the discrete component approach and the biodiesel vaporization model 

will be shown in Sec. 4.4.  

3.3 Phase Equilibrium under High-Pressure Conditions 

Liquid-vapor phase equilibrium provides the boundary conditions for the governing 

equations in both phases. The Raoult’s law mentioned in above sections is the simplified 

phase equilibrium which is only true at low-pressure conditions. Under high-pressure 

conditions, rather than Raoult’s law, the general phase equilibrium, which is applicable for 

all of the conditions, needs to be used. For a liquid-vapor system at constant temperature and 

pressure, phase equilibrium requires minimum total Gibbs free energy, namely, 

 0dG  . (3.67) 

Define chemical potential, which is the partial molar Gibbs free energy, i.e., 

 i

i

G

N






. (3.68) 

It can be shown that for a liquid-vapor system at constant temperature and pressure, phase 

equilibrium leads to the equality of chemical potential of each species in both phases, i.e., 

 , ,i l i v  . (3.69) 
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Subscripts l and v denotes liquid and vapor phases, respectively. In practice, it is not 

convenient to estimate chemical potential directly. Therefore, the phase equilibrium is further 

deduced by introducing fugacity, namely, 

  ˆln i iRTd f d . (3.70) 

In the above equation, ^ indicates denotes the property of a component in a mixture. Thus, Eq. 

(3.69) can be described as the equality of fugacity in both phases, namely, 

 , ,
ˆ ˆ
i l i vf f . (3.71) 

Fugacity has the same unit as pressure and is equal to pressure for an ideal gas. In general, 

fugacity can be related with pressure by the definition of fugacity coefficient, which is the 

ratio of fugacity to the product of pressure and mole fraction, i.e., 

 
ˆ

ˆ i
i

i

f

Y P
  . (3.72) 

Using the concept of fugacity coefficient, the mole fractions of a component in both liquid 

and vapor phases can be related using the general phase equilibrium as 

 ,

,

ˆ

ˆ
i l

i i

i v

Y X



 , (3.73) 

where xi and yi are the mole fractions in liquid and vapor phases, respectively. 

It can be seen from the above equation that the mole fractions of a component in both 

phases are related by the ratio of fugacity coefficients of the component in both phases. The 

fugacity coefficient for a component in a mixture can be calculated considering the departure 

function of Helmoltz energy (Reid et al., 1987): 

  
, , j i

i i T V n
i

A A
n

 



  


. (3.74) 

In the above equation, superscript ˚ denotes a reference state, and A is the Helmoltz energy. 

Therefore, using Eq. (3.70) and the definition of fugacity coefficient, the above equation 

leads to 
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, ,

ˆln ln

j i

i

iV T V n

P RT
RT dV RT Z

n V




   
    
   

 , (3.75) 

where Z is the compressibility factor defined as 

 
PV

Z
RT

 . (3.76) 

It can be seen from Eq. (3.75) that, to obtain the fugacity coefficient, the partial derivative of 

pressure with respect to the number of moles of each component needs to be calculated. This 

partial derivative can only be calculated by using an equation of state which provides the 

relation between the number of moles of the components and pressure. In this study, two-

parameter cubic equations of state are used. Two-parameter cubic equations of state can be 

written in a general form as 

 
2

2 2 2

NRT N a
P

V Nb V ubNV wN b
 

  
. (3.77) 

In the above equation, u and w are the unique constants of each equation of state. a and b are 

parameters determined both by temperature and critical properties. The values of the 

constants and formulations of the parameters for four different two-parameter cubic 

equations of state are listed in Table 3.1. Using the definition of compressibility factor, the 

above equation can be converted to a cubic function of compressibility factor as 

    3 2 2 2 2 31 0Z B uB Z A wB uB uB Z A B wB wB                    , (3.78) 

where A*=aP/R
2
T

2
 and B*=bP/RT. The above cubic function of compressibility factor 

usually has three real roots. The smallest root is the compressibility factor of the liquid phase, 

and the largest root serves as the compressibility factor for the vapor phase.  
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Table 3.1 Parameters of cubic equations of state 

Equation u w b a 

van der Waals 0 0 
c

c

RT

P
 

2 2
27

64

c

c

R T

P
 

Redlich-Kwang 1 0 
0.08664 c

c

RT

P
 

2 2

1/2

0.4278 c

c

R T

PT
 

Soave 1 0 
0.08664 c

c

RT

P
 

 
2 2

2
1/20.42748

1 1c
r

c

R T
f T

P


  
 

 

20.48 1.574 0.176f      

Peng-Robinson 2 -1 
0.07780 c

c

RT

P
 

 
2 2

2
1/20.45724

1 1c
r

c

R T
f T

P


  
 

 

20.3764 1.54226 0.26992f      

 

Previous studies (Curtis and Farrell, 1992; Jia and Gogos, 1993; Zhu and Aggarwal, 2000) 

show that Peng-Robinson Equation of state can achieve the best accuracy in predicting the 

compressibility factor compared to other two-parameter equations of state. Therefore, it will 

mainly be used in this study. The calculation of fugacity of species in a mixture involves the 

assumption of one-fluid theory that the cubic equations of state are applicable to a mixture in 

the same way as to a pure component. Thus, to apply the cubic equations of state for a 

mixture, the mean values of a and b for the mixture must be known beforehand. In this study, 

the following mixing rule is used, namely,  

  1/2( ) 1m i j i j ij

i j

a YY a a k   (3.79) 

and 

 m i i

i

b Y b . (3.80) 

In Eq. (3.79), ijk  is the binary interaction coefficient between i and j, and the values can be 

found for some component pairs, and for some hydrocarbon pairs without known values, it is 
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taken to be zero. Using the above two mixing rules and the equation of state, the fugacity 

coefficient can be calculated according to Eq. (3.75) as 

  
 
 

2

2 2

2 4
ˆln 1 ln ln

4 2 4

i i
i i

v b u u wb bP a b
Z Z

b RT bbRT u w v b u u w
 

  
   

        
      

, (3.81) 

where δi is defined as 

  
1/2

1/22
1i

i j j ij

j

a
X a k

a
   . (3.82) 

Note that since the equation of state is applicable for both liquid and vapor phases, Eq. (3.81) 

is valid for calculating the fugacity coefficient of a component in a mixture for both phases. 

The value of compressibility factor used in Eq. (3.81) is selected as the root of the cubic 

function Eq. (3.78) corresponding to each phase as discussed above. 

To model the drop vaporization of petroleum fuels under high-pressure conditions, the 

multicomponent vaporization model using continuous thermodynamics based on Raoult’s 

law, which is discussed in Section 3.1, needs to be extended to high-pressure conditions by 

combining the general phase equilibrium with continuous thermodynamics. If the molecular 

weight distribution of the multicomponent fuel is described by a distribution function f(I), 

phase equilibrium holds for the continuous distributed components. Using Eq. (3.14), for 

every component, the phase equilibrium described by Eq. (3.73) can be written as 

        ˆ ˆv v l l

F F F FY f I I X f I I  . (3.83) 

Therefore, the mole fraction of the multicomponent fuel at the phase interface can be 

calculated using the following integration: 

  
 

 
 

ˆ

ˆ

l

v lF

F F F v

F

I
Y Y f I dI X f I dI

I 





 

   . (3.84) 

The first moment of the fuel vapor at the phase interface can be calculated by multiplying 

molecular weight on both sides of Eq. (3.83) and integrating, i.e.,  
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F
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Y Y f I IdI X f I IdI
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   . (3.85) 

Similarly, the second moment can be calculated as 

  
 

 
 2 2

ˆ

ˆ

l

v lF

F v F F v

F

I
Y Y f I I dI X f I I dI

I 





 

    . (3.86) 

The above three equations are required for the calculation of drop vaporization rate for a 

multicomponent fuel modeled based on continuous thermodynamics. It can be seen from the 

above equations that the fugacity coefficient as a function of molecular weight must be 

known. In this study, the methods for calculating fugacity coefficient using the cubic 

equations of state are still used. The equation of state is applicable for the multicomponent 

fuel with the mean values of parameters a and b. In this study, the mean values are calculated 

using the following equations which are similar with the mixing rules described by Eqs. (3.79) 

and (3.80), namely,  

    

2

1/2

ma a I f I dI


 
  
 
 
  (3.87) 

and 

    mb b I f I dI




  . (3.88) 

It can be seen from the above two equations that a and b need to be correlated with molecular 

weight. In this study, the square root of a and b for Peng-Robinson equation of state are 

linearly correlated with molecular weight using the critical properties of C2-C20 alkanes 

according to Table 3.1 as 

    1/2 1/2 1/2, 115.65559 2.54784 363.60516 24.04255a I T T I T       (3.89) 

and 

   1.62213 25.52276b I I   . (3.90) 
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Using the continuous mixing rule described by Eqs. (3.87) and (3.88) to obtain the mean 

parameters for the equation of state, the logarithmic fugacity coefficient as a function of 

molecular weight is finally derived according to Eq. (3.75) as 

 
 

     
 

 
 

2
1/2

1/22 2

2 42ˆln ln ln
4 2 4

1 ln

v b u u wb I a Iv a
I

v b b aRTb u w v b u u w

b I
Z Z

b


    

    
      

  

. (3.91) 

It can be seen from the above equation that the logarithmic fugacity coefficient is a linear 

function of the molecular weight and can be written into the following generalized form: 

  ˆln I AI B   , (3.92) 

where A and B are determined by temperature, pressure, and composition but not related to 

molecular weight. If the molecular weight distribution of the multicomponent fuel is 

described by a gamma distribution as shown in Eq. (3.1), with the fugacity coefficient as a 

function of molecular weight generalized in the above equation, the integration in Eq. (3.84) 

will lead to the mole fraction of fuel vapor at drop surface as 

 
   

 

exp

1
l

p l v l v

p

l l v

X A A B B
Y

A A






    
   

. (3.93) 

Similarly, the first and second moments of the molecular weight distribution of fuel vapor at 

drop surface and be calculated with integrations defined in Eqs. (3.85) and (3.86) as 

 
 

   ,

1

1

l l

v R

l l v lA A

 
 

 

 
 

    
 (3.94) 

and 

 
 

   

2

2

, , 2

2
2

1

l l

v R v R

l l v lA A

 
  

 

 
   

    

. (3.95) 

Note that the above expressions for the first and second moments are actually implicit. Since 

the compressibility factor involved in Av and Bv is also determined by the fuel vapor 
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molecular weight distribution. Therefore, additional iterations are necessary in the calculation 

of the moments of fuel vapor at drop surface. 

Moreover, enthalpy of vaporization determines the amount of heat required for the 

vaporizing liquid fuel mass and therefore has a significant effect on the drop heating rate. In 

a liquid-vapor system composed of multiple components, the enthalpy of vaporization for a 

component is the difference of partial molar enthalpy in both phases as 

    , , ,, , , ,vap i i v i i l ih h T P Y h T P X   . (3.96) 

Under low pressure conditions, the enthalpy of vaporization of a component in a mixture can 

be approximated by the latent heat which is the enthalpy difference in liquid and vapor 

phases in an environment composed of the pure component. However, under high-pressure 

conditions, the error of such an approximation cannot be neglected since the assumption of 

ideal mixture is not valid. Therefore, the deviation of the behavior of a real fluid mixture 

from an ideal mixture needs to be considered. To estimate the partial molar enthalpy of 

component i, the chemical potential determined by the following relation is used, i.e., 

 i i ih Ts   . (3.97) 

In the above equation, hi and si are the partial molar enthalpy and entropy, respectively, at 

constant temperature and pressure. With the definition of fugacity (Eq. (3.70)), it can be 

shown that the partial molar enthalpy for species i in a mixture can be obtained using a 

departure function as (Zhu and Aggarwal, 2000) 

 
 

2

,

ˆln

i

i

i i

P Y

h h RT
T

 
   

 
 

, (3.98) 

where ° denotes an ideal state with very low pressure at the same temperature. At this ideal 

state, the partial molar enthalpy is equal to the molar enthalpy of that pure component. 

Finally, the enthalpy of vaporization of a species in a mixture under high-pressure conditions 

can be concluded as 
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T T

     
     

    
   

. (3.99) 

It can be seen from the above equation that the enthalpy of vaporization of a component will 

be dependent on all the components that make up the two-phase system. At the critical 

mixing point discussed in the previous section, the enthalpy of vaporization will be zero 

since there is no phase difference in the system at this point. 

Under high-pressure conditions, the estimation of some of the physical properties needs 

to consider the effect of high pressure. In this study, rather than using an equation of state to 

predict the liquid phase density, the Hankinson-Brobst-Thomson (HBT) technique, which is 

a two-step correlation, is used to calculate liquid density at elevated pressures. To consider 

the effect of pressure on liquid density using HBT technique, the first step is to estimate the 

saturated liquid density as 

    0

*
1s

R SRK R

V
V V

V


  

 
. (3.100) 

where 

 
         

1/3 2/3 4/30
1 1 1 1 1 ,0.25 0.95R r r r r rV a T b T c T d T T            (3.101) 

and 

 
  2 2,0.25 1.0R r r r rV e fT gT hT T

      . (3.102) 

In Eq. (3.100), ωSRK is the acentric factor which forces the Soave equation to give a best fit of 

existing vapor pressure data (Reid et al., 1987). V* is a pure component characteristic volume 

generally within 1 to 4 percent of the critical volume, and a~h are constants. The second step 

further corrects the density of saturated liquid to the compressed values with the technique by 

Thomson et al. (1982), i.e., 

 1 lns

vp

P
V V c

P





 
    

. (3.103) 
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In the above equation, β is a function of temperature, and c is a constant determined by ωSRK. 

In addition, the gas phase mass diffusion coefficient is first estimated using Fuller’s equation 

(Reid et al., 1989) which is only applicable for low pressure conditions and further corrected 

with Takahashi’s correlation for high-pressure conditions (Takahashi, 1974). For the liquid 

phase, the mass diffusivity can be first estimated as the value at infinite dilution using Tyn 

and Calus’ method and corrected using the infinite dilution values according to the 

composition of the binary mixture (Reid et al., 1989). 

3.4 Baseline CFD Code 

The above high-pressure vaporization model were implemented into a baseline CFD 

code. In this study, KIVA-3v Release 2, which is a transient, three-dimensional, multiphase 

code for the analysis of chemically reacting flows with sprays, is used as the baseline code. 

The multicomponent vaporization models in the above sections were implemented into the 

code to replace the original single-component vaporization model. Drop vaporization 

calculation is coupled with species conservation equation by the strategy that the vaporizing 

fuel component contributes to the cell average mass of the component in the computational 

cell where the drop is located. The turbulent flow was modeled using the RNG k-ε turbulence 

model. Fuel spray was simulated by an updated spray model considering the instability of the 

surface wave leading to drop breakup (Kong et al., 1999).  

KIVA uses three phases of calculations, i.e., Phases A, B, and C. The fuel spray 

calculation including drop motion and vaporization, which provides the source terms of the 

governing equations, is performed in phase A. Phase B calculates the governing equation 

based on finite volume approach to obtain the time-accurate solution with a method similar to 

the SIMPLE scheme. Phase C is a rezone phase evaluating the convective transport 

associated with the motion of the mesh relative to the fluid. Quasi-second-order upwind 

(QSOU) and partial donor cell (PDC) methods are used as the convection schemes. In phase 

A, the velocity of drops is described by the implicit scheme, i.e., 

  
t

p p n t

p ijk p p

v v
D u u v

t


   


. (3.104) 
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In the above equation, vp is the drop velocity with superscript t indicating the velocity 

updated with drag effect, and the prime indicating the velocity before updating the effect of 

drag force. Dp is the drag function defined with the relative velocity between the drop and its 

ambient gas, namely, 

 
3

8

n tn
ijk p pijk

p DA

d p

u u v
D C

r





 
 . (3.105) 

Subscript ijk indicates the computational cell where the drop is currently located. 
pu  is 

the gas turbulent velocity. CD is the drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number, i.e., 

 

2/324 1
1 ,   1000

6

0.424,                      1000

d d

dD

d

Re Re
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. (3.106) 

Red is the Reynolds number defined with relative velocity between the drop and its 

ambient gas: 

 
 

2

ˆd

air

u u v r
Re

T





 
 . (3.107) 

The Reynolds number is also used in Eqs. (2.38) and (2.45) for the calculations of 

Nusselt and Sherwood numbers. The viscosity in the above qeuation is evaluated at a 

temperature determined by the one-third law using ambient temperature and drop (surface) 

temperature, i.e., 

 
2ˆ

3

dT T
T


 . (3.108) 

Despite that the multicomponent effect was considered in modeling vaporization, all the 

fuel vapor was lumped into the “fuel species” in the combustion simulation. Since n-heptane 

and diesel fuel have similar ignition and combustion characteristics, n-heptane mechanisms 

are widely used to simulate diesel fuel oxidation (Flynn et al., 1999; Hasse and Peters, 2004; 

Zhang et al., 2004). This study also used an n-heptane reaction mechanism consisting of 30 

species and 65 reactions that are appropriate for integration with three-dimensional engine 
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modeling (Patel et al., 2004). In the present study, the chemical reactions were solved by the 

CHEMKIN chemistry solver that was integrated into the KIVA code. 

Consistent with the finite volume numerical scheme of KIVA, the reactive mixture in 

each grid cell is treated as a closed system, and the rate of change of species mass fraction is 

calculated as 

 k
k k

dy
v W

dt
 , (3.109) 

where v is the specific volume, k  and Wk are the production rate and the molecular weight 

of species k, respectively. The energy equation to determine the gas phase temperature is 

formulated on the constant-volume basis, i.e.,  

 
1

0
K

v k k k

k

dT
C v e W

dt




  , (3.110) 

where Cv is the mean specific heat of the mixture and ek is the internal energy of species k.  

In addition, soot emissions were simulated using a phenomenological soot model which 

considers both soot formation and oxidation processes as shown in Eq. (3.111) (Han et al., 

1996). In this equation, the net soot emission rate is the difference between the formation rate, 

which is calculated using an Arrhenius expression shown in Eq. (3.112), and the oxidation 

rate. In calculating the soot formation rate, acetylene (C2H2) was selected as the inception 

species due to its strong relevance to soot formation. The soot oxidation rate was determined 

using the Nagle-Strickland-Constable model that considers carbon oxidation by two different 

reaction pathways as shown in Eq. (3.113). 

 s sf soM M M   (3.111) 
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CHAPTER 4 VAPORIZATION MODELING OF PETROLEUM 

FUEL AND BIOFUEL MIXTURE 

 Continuous thermodynamics is a vaporization approach ideal for complex fuels such as 

diesel fuel and gasoline which are composed of hundreds of hydrocarbon species. Using this 

approach, the composition of the fuel is modeled by a continuous function which determines 

the distributions of the molecular weights of the species in the fuel. In this chapter, 

continuous thermodynamics based on a gamma distribution is used to simulate the 

vaporization of diesel fuel and gasoline. The vaporization model was also used in a 

combustion simulation in a constant-volume chamber. Soot distribution was predicted and 

compared with experimental data for model validation.  

On the other hand, biodiesel is a bio-renewable fuel, which has close physical and 

chemical properties with diesel fuel, and can be used in diesel engines without significant 

modification to the engine. In contrary to diesel fuel, which is composed of hundreds 

hydrocarbons, biodiesel is a multicomponent fuel composed of only a few components. 

Therefore, in this chapter, the vaporization of biodiesel drops was modeled using the 

biodiesel vaporization model and a discrete component approach. Both approaches are based 

on its major components. The physical properties of biodiesel components will be predicted 

using the methods in Sec. 3.2. Since in practical application, biodiesel is blended with diesel 

fuel and ethanol is blended with gasoline, the vaporization results of the petroleum-biofuel 

mixture will also be presented.  

4.1 Validation of Vaporization Model  

In this study, the vaporization model derived from pseudo-steady vapor phase species 

conservation equation was first applied to simulate single component fuels and binary fuel 

mixtures. The experimental vaporization histories of n-heptane (n-C7H16) drops by Nomura 

et al. (1996) were used for model validation. In the experiment, a stagnant pure n-heptane 

drop was generated and suspended in pure nitrogen environments of different temperatures. 

Cases with ambient pressure 1 bar and ambient temperatures 471 K, 555 K, and 648 K were 

simulated to compare with experimental data. Simulation results in the drop size history are 

plotted with experimental data as shown in Figure 4.1. It can be seen that good levels of 
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agreement are obtained for different ambient conditions. The good agreement indicates that 

the present vaporization model performs well for single-component drops. Figure 4.2 shows 

the corresponding drop temperature histories of the above three cases. It can be seen that for 

all the three cases, drop temperature increases quickly at the beginning and the drop start to 

vaporize at a constant temperature after a period of time. The constant drop temperature 

indicates zero drop heating rate described in the heat balance equation Eq. (2.26). Or in other 

words, the amount of heat transferred to the drop surface is all used for the vaporization 

latent heat. It can also be seen from the figure that for higher ambient temperature, the 

balance drop temperature will be higher. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Vaporization histories of single n-heptane drops under different ambient 

temperatures at Pamb=1 bar  
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Figure 4.2 Temperature histories of single n-heptane drops under different ambient 

temperatures at Pamb=1 bar 

 

The discrete vaporization model (Eq. (3.45)) was further applied to drops blended by 

two different fuels. Modeling the vaporization of drops that are blends of two different fuels 

involves the vaporization rate calculation of each fuel, and is therefore more complicated 

than vaporization modeling of single-component drops. According to the discussion in Sec. 

2.2, the temperature and concentration distributions are assumed to be quadratic functions of 

the distance from drop center. To further validate the present vaporization model, 

vaporization experiments of n-heptane/n-decane (n-C7H16/n-C10H22) mixtures by Gökalp et al. 

(1994) were simulated. In the experiment, a drop was introduced into an environment that 

had a heated air inflow at 1.45 m/s, 372 K and 1 bar. Two different drop compositions were 

used, including 20% n-heptane/80% n-decane and 80% n-heptane/20% n-decane by volume. 

Since n-heptane has a lower boiling temperature than n-decane, it is expected that a drop with 

more n-heptane will have a shorter lifetime. The predicted drop size histories are compared 

with experimental data as shown in Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the model is able to predict 

the effects of composition on vaporization history and drop lifetime. The predicted drop size 

history has the same trend as the experiments, i.e., similar shapes of the curves, for both 

conditions despite that there are noticeable differences in the overall lifetimes. It should be 

noted that the liquid and vapor properties are those described in Reid et al. (1987), and the 

same model constants and formulation are used for all the cases in this study, including those 
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in the later sections. It is also worth noting that Ra and Reitz (2009) also predicted shorter 

drop lifetimes for the same cases. Thus, the level of agreement in Figure 4.3 is thought to be 

reasonable. 

 
Figure 4.3 Vaporization histories of binary-component drops of n-heptane and n-decane with 

different compositions at Tamb=372 K , Pamb=1 bar, and Vamb=1.45 m/s 

  

For the case of 20% n-decane, the drop size D
2
-curve bends at a point in time during the 

vaporization process. The D2-curve initially has a steeper shape, and after 10 seconds, the 

slope decreases noticeably. The second part of the curve has a slope similar to that of the 80% 

n-decane curve. The bending of the D
2
-curve indicates an evident decrease in the drop 

vaporization rate due to the significant variation in composition during the vaporization 

process. It is believed that n-heptane vaporizes earlier during the process due to its higher 

volatility while most of n-decane remains in the liquid phase. The above observation is 

supported by the volume fraction history of n-decane shown in Figure 4.4. It can be seen that 

the volume fraction of n-decane increases at the beginning and reaches unity at some point in 

time. For instance, in the case of 20% n-decane, the volume fraction of n-decane increases 

rapidly and reaches unity after 11 seconds, after which only n-decane is left in the drop. On 

the other hand, in the case of 80% n-decane, all the n-heptane in the drop has vaporized in 

about 6 seconds. 
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Figure 4.4 Histories for the volume fraction of n-decane in the liquid phase for both initial 

compositions at Tamb=372 K, Pamb=1 bar, Vamb=1.45 m/s 

 

4.2 Petroleum Fuel Vaporization Modeling 

To study the vaporization behavior of petroleum fuels, the present multicomponent 

model based on continuous thermodynamics described in Sec. 3.1 was applied to simulate 

the vaporization of a single drop in quiescent conditions. The traditional single-component 

model was also applied to the same cases for comparison. The drop has an initial size of 100 

micron in diameter with an initial temperature of 300 K. Both diesel and gasoline drops were 

simulated to test the applicability of the model for different fuels. The initial ambient 

temperature and pressure are 973 K and 1 atm, respectively, and combustion model is 

disabled in KIVA. For the diesel drop, the parameters in the gamma distribution function (Eq. 

(3.1)) are α=23, β=8.15 and γ=0 initially, and for the gasoline drop, α=5.7, β=15 and γ=0. 

Those parameters were selected to match the distillation curves of specific fuels (Tamim and 

Hallett, 1995). Results of the drop size and mean molecular weight evolutions are shown in 

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. It can be seen that during vaporization, the mean molecular weight 

of the liquid drop keeps increasing during the vaporization process. This phenomenon 

indicates a vaporization sequence of components according to their molecular weights, i.e., 

lighter components vaporize earlier. In addition, it is worth noting that the rate of increase of 
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the mean molecular weight becomes very large near the end of vaporization when the drop is 

very small.   

 
Figure 4.5 Histories of the drop size and the mean molecular weight of a single diesel drop 

for Tamb=973 K at atmospheric pressure 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Histories of the drop size and the mean molecular weight of a single gasoline drop 

for Tamb=973 K at atmospheric pressure 

 

As can be seen from the drop surface recession curves in the above two figures, the 

present multicomponent model predicts different vaporization behaviors for both fuels. For 

the diesel drop, due to the high concentration of heavy components, the mole fraction of 
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diesel fuel at drop surface is relatively low at low temperatures. This leads to the small 

vaporization mass flux at the beginning and a slight expansion due to ambient heating. The 

vaporization rate of the drop becomes large because of the increasing drop temperature. In 

the contrary, gasoline fuel has a relatively higher volatility which makes the drop have a 

large vaporization rate as soon as the drop is exposed to high temperature. Therefore, the 

gasoline drop size decreases monotonically without a heating and dilation effect at the 

beginning. 

For comparison, drop vaporization in the same condition was also simulated using a 

single-component approach, in which diesel was modeled using tetradecane (C14H30) and 

gasoline using iso-octane (i-C8H18). Compared to the single-component approach, the 

multicomponent model predicts shorter drop lifetime for the same case. This is due to the 

vaporization sequence of components determined by their molecular weights. Low molecular 

weight components vaporize earlier because of their relatively higher vapor pressure. 

Therefore, the multicomponent drop is more liable to vaporize than single component drop 

and consequently has relatively larger vaporization mass flux. It is noted that experimental 

data are not available for validation. Nonetheless, the numerical results indicate that different 

modeling approaches clearly lead to different vaporization histories. 

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the evolutions of the molecular weight distributions for 

both diesel and gasoline drops during vaporization. It can be seen that the molecular weight 

distribution curves move toward the high molecular weight direction during the vaporization 

process, indicating that the lighter components vaporize earlier in the process and thus the 

mole fractions of heavy components increase. The results of the predicted molecular weight 

distribution evolutions are consistent with the mean molecular weight history shown in 

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.7 Distribution curves for the diesel drop at different times  

 

 
Figure 4.8 Distribution curves for the gasoline drop at different times 

 

The present on continuous thermodynamics vaporization model was also applied to 

simulate diesel spray combustion and soot emissions in a constant-volume combustion 

chamber. Experimental results by Pickett and Siebers (2004) were used for model validation. 

The combustion chamber was modeled using a cylindrical mesh with a height of 10 cm and a 

diameter of 12.5 cm. The mesh has 32 cells in the radial direction and 50 cells in the axial 

direction. The injector orifice is located at the center of the top surface with an injection 
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pressure of 138 MPa. Experimental cases using the 100 µm diameter injector were simulated. 

The ambient air density is 14.8 kg/m
3
, but pressure and temperature vary for different cases.  

The computational code was first used to simulate diesel spray dynamics and 

vaporization without activating the chemistry model. The purpose was to investigate the 

diesel spray structure and liquid molecular weight distribution predicted by the present 

multicomponent vaporization model. Figure 4.9 shows the liquid drop distribution with the 

drops colored by their mean molecular weights at two different times. It can be seen that the 

drops in the outer region and the tip of the spray have relatively large molecular weights than 

those in the center region. This phenomenon is due to the fact that the lighter components 

vaporize earlier in the process and surviving drops have heavier components as they 

penetrate to the outer region of the spray. Additionally, there are more drops with larger 

mean molecular weight at a later time (e.g., 3.2 ms after start of injection (ASI)). Figure 4.9 

qualitatively illustrates the spatial and temporal distributions of the high-velocity diesel spray 

predicted by the present model. The predicted results are thought to be reasonable despite 

that experimental data are not available at the same conditions for validation. 

 
Figure 4.9 Distribution of drops and their mean molecular weight, Tamb=900 K, ρamb=14.8 

kg/m
3
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Combustion and emissions models were then activated in KIVA to simulate the spray 

combustion and soot distribution in the diesel spray. Predicted spray and temperature 

distributions are shown in Figure 4.10 at two different times. The ambient temperature and 

density are 900 K and 14.8 kg/m
3
, respectively. Notice that a majority of liquid drops have 

vaporized in this case, which is a situation different from Figure 4.9. Models predicted that 

ignition occurred at the leading edge of the spray. In fact, gas temperature continues to rises 

prior to the ignition site indicating mild heat release resulting from pre-ignition chemical 

reactions in this region. The combusting spray developed into a standing diffusion flame with 

the lift-off location indicated by a dotted line in the figure. The predicted flame structure is 

similar to that described by experimental results (Dec, 1997). It is of interest to note that the 

liquid penetration in the combustion case is much shorter than that in Figure 4.9 where the 

combustion model is not activated. It is believed that the high combustion temperature has a 

significant effect in enhancing vaporization. 

 
Figure 4.10  Temperature distributions of combusting diesel spray, Tamb=900K, 

ρamb=14.8kg/m
3
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Predicted soot distributions were also compared with experimental results as shown in 

Figure 4.11. Experimental results shown in Figure 4.11 (a) are planar laser-induced 

incandescence (PLII) images of soot on a thin plane along the spray axis. The images mainly 

indicate the instantaneous areas where soot is present. Numerical results in Figure 4.11 (b) 

are predicted soot mass fraction distributions. Both experimental and numerical results 

shown in Figure 4.11 are those at 3.2 ms after start of injection for ambient density of 14.8 

kg/m
3
. Three different initial ambient temperatures were simulated. The dotted white lines 

also indicate the lift-off locations obtained from experiments and simulation. Notice that the 

color scheme for numerical results was adjusted such that predicted soot emissions were 

negligible for soot mass fraction less that 10
-5

. The same criterion has been used to determine 

the predicted sooting limit using a single-component vaporization model (Kong, et al., 2007). 

 

 
Figure 4.11 Comparisons of experimental soot images and predicted soot mass fraction 

distributions at the central plane of the fuel jet at 3.2 ms after injection for 

different ambient temperatures with the same ambient density 

 

It can be seen from the comparison that the predicted lift-off lengths are close to the 

experimental results and the predicted soot areas agree with those captured by PLII images. 

The model predicts the correct trend in soot emissions with respect to ambient temperatures. 

The soot emission history curves in Figure 4.12 indicate that the amount of soot in the 

combustion chamber reduces as the ambient temperature decreases from 1000 K to 850 K. 
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For the 850 K ambient temperature case, soot emissions were not observed in the experiment, 

and the model also predicted negligible soot emissions. 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Soot history for different initial ambient temperatures at ρamb=14.8kg/m

3
 

 

For more detailed model validation, soot concentration distributions along the spray axis 

were also compared between experimental and numerical results. Experimental results were 

obtained using laser techniques to measure the optical thickness of soot (KL factor) in the 

radial direction of the spray. The optical thickness of soot is proportional to the total amount 

of soot along the line of sight in the radial direction. On the other hand, the predicted soot 

mass along the radial direction was obtained by adding soot mass of each computational cell 

together. In order to compare with the experimental results of the optical thickness of soot, 

the cumulated soot mass was normalized by the maximum value along the spray axis. 

Similarly, the experimental KL factors were also normalized for qualitative comparison. 

Cases with initial temperatures of 950 K, 1000 K, 1100 K, and 1200 K were calculated, and 

the numerical and experimental results are shown in Figure 4.13. It can be seen that the 

predicted soot distributions agree with experimental results reasonably well. As can be seen 

in the soot distribution curves, soot is not observed in regions near the injector. Beyond the 

flame lift-off location, soot increased downstream and reached a peak where the mixture is 

rich and little oxygen is available. Then soot decreased toward the leading edge of the flame 

as soot is oxidized by ambient air that is diffused into the flame.  
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This study differs from previous work of Kong et al. (2007) by using a multicomponent 

vaporization model with detailed chemistry for diesel spray combustion modeling. The 

predicted flame structures and soot distributions agree with experimental results reasonably 

well. Results indicate that the present model is able to simulate the diesel spray vaporization 

process by considering the multicomponent effect. Despite that single-component 

vaporization models have also been used with success in various applications, it is 

anticipated that the present multicomponent vaporization model can provide more 

comprehensive simulation for conditions in which the fuel multicomponent effects are 

significant such as blends of petroleum fuels and biofuels. Additionally, more comprehensive 

integration of multicomponent vaporization model and detailed chemistry can be explored in 

future study to consider effects of fuel components on chemical reactions. 
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Figure 4.13 Comparisons of measured time-averaged KL factors and predicted soot mass for 

various ambient temperatures. Both measured and predicted data were 

normalized to allow qualitative comparison 

 

4.3 Biodiesel Composition and Properties 

Biodiesel is a renewable fuel that can be produced from vegetable oils, animal fat, or 

other biomass feedstock. Previous studies show that biodiesel derived from vegetable oils are 

mainly composed of five C16 to C18 fatty acids. Table 4.1 shows the mass fractions of 

components for biodiesel derived from rapeseed methyl ester (Ramadhas et al., 2005). It can 

be seen that more than 90% of biodiesel on mass basis is composed of the five components 

listed in the table. Therefore, in this study, biodiesel was modeled as an ideal mixture of the 

five components, and other minor components are neglected.  
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Table 4.1 Typical composition of biodiesel derived from rapeseed methyl ester 

Component 
Palmitic 

(C16H32O2) 

Stearic 

(C18H36O2) 

Oleic 

(C18H34O2) 

Linoleic 

(C18H32O2) 

Linolenic 

(C18H30O2) 
Others 

ymass 3.49% 0.85% 64.4% 22.3% 8.23% 0.73% 

 

To model the vaporization of biodiesel, its physical properties such as vapor pressure 

and latent heat need to be estimated with correlations since no experimental data about its 

properties are available. The physical properties of biodiesel can be estimated with the 

correlations shown in Sec. 3.2 using its critical properties. The critical properties of biodiesel 

components are usually not known and can be estimated using atom group contribution 

methods with the normal boiling points of the five dominant components shown in Table 4.2.  

 

Table 4.2 Normal boiling points of biodiesel components 

Component 
Palmitic 

(C16H32O2) 

Stearic 

(C18H36O2) 

Oleic 

(C18H34O2) 

Linoleic 

(C18H32O2) 

Linolenic 

(C18H30O2) 

Tb (K) 624.5 634.0 633.0 639.0 643.0 

 

 
Figure 4.14 Molecular structures of biodiesel components 

 

Using the Ambrose’s atom group contribution method shown in Eqs. (3.59) and (3.60), 

the critical temperatures and volumes of biodiesel components can be estimated according to 

the molecular structures as shown in Figure 4.14. The resulting critical temperatures and 

volumes of biodiesel components are shown in Table 4.3. It can be seen that the components 
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of biodiesel have close critical properties due to the fact that the molecular structures of the 

components are similar as shown in Figure 4.14. The calculated vapor pressures of biodiesel 

components in the temperature range of 300~750 K are plotted in Figure 4.15. The curves 

show that the vapor pressures of biodiesel components are almost 0 below 500 K indicating 

the low volatility of these components. The calculated latent heat of biodiesel components in 

the range of 300~750 K are shown in Figure 4.16. It can be seen from both figures that vapor 

pressure and latent heat curves are close among the biodiesel components. 

 

Table 4.3 Critical temperatures and volume of biodiesel components 

Component 
Palmitic 

(C16H32O2) 

Stearic 

(C18H36O2) 

Oleic 

(C18H34O2) 

Linoleic 

(C18H32O2) 

Linolenic 

(C18H30O2) 

Tc (K) 767.1 774.2 772.3 795.3 797.2 

Vc (cm
3
/mol) 946.5 1056.7 1036.7 1016.7 996.7 

 

 

 
Figure 4.15 Vapor pressure of biodiesel components in the temperature range of 300~750 K 
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Figure 4.16 Latent heat of biodiesel components in the temperature range of 300~750 K 

 

4.4 Biodiesel Vaporization Modeling Using a Discrete Component 
Approach 

It is known from Sec. 3.2 that there are two different strategies in the vaporization model 

of biodiesel fuel which is composed of five components with close properties. The biodiesel 

vaporization model assumed biodiesel fuel as a single component fuel, and the physical 

properties of the fuel are calculated using the mean critical properties determined by its 

composition using mixing rules. On the other hand, the vaporization of biodiesel can also be 

modeled using the discrete component approach by tracking the mass/mole fractions of all of 

the components. In this study, using both modeling strategies, the vaporization process of 

biodiesel drops at different ambient conditions is simulated. The resulting histories of drop 

size and temperature of biodiesel drops at different ambient temperatures using both 

strategies are compared in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, respectively. It can be seen from both 

figures that the results calculated using both strategies are close to each other for all of the 

three selected ambient conditions except the fact that the biodiesel vaporization model 

predicts more drop expansion at the beginning. Also, the predicted drop lifetime using both 

strategies is identical.  

Using the discrete component approach, the histories of vaporization rate fractions and 

liquid phase volume fractions can be calculated. The resulting values for both variables at 
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Tamb=800 K are plotted with time in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20, respectively. It can be seen 

from both figures that both variables almost keep constant during the vaporization processes 

expect at the end when the drop size is very small. Using the discrete component approach, 

the composition of the fuel does not vary significantly. Consequently, from these figures, it 

can be concluded that the biodiesel vaporization model and the discrete component approach 

perform similarly in predicting biodiesel drop vaporization. This observation demonstrates 

the validity of the biodiesel vaporization model which is computationally efficient. Therefore, 

in this study, biodiesel vaporization model is used to model biodiesel drop vaporization in 

practical conditions which will be discussed in the next section. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.17 Comparison between discrete component (DC) approach and biodiesel 

vaporization (BV) model in predicting the drop size histories  
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Figure 4.18 Comparison between discrete component (DC) approach and biodiesel 

vaporization (BV) model in predicting the drop temperature histories 

 

 

 
Figure 4.19 Histories of vaporization rate fractions of biodiesel components, Tamb=800 K 
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Figure 4.20 Liquid phase volume fraction histories of biodiesel components, Tamb=800 K  

 

4.5 Vaporization of Biodiesel and Its Blend with Diesel Fuel 

In this section, the biodiesel vaporization model was applied to simulate the 

experimental results of rapeseed methyl ester by Morin et al. (2000) for validation. In the 

experiment, biodiesel drops were generated at the tip of a quartz fiber inserted in a cylindrical 

chamber under various pressure and temperature conditions. In this study, the model was 

used to simulate six cases from the experiment with the ambient pressure equal to 1 bar and 

the ambient temperatures ranging from 748 to 1019 K. The selected temperatures are within 

the operating range of a diesel engine. 

The vaporization of biodiesel drops was modeled using the biodiesel vaporization model 

described in Sec. 3.2. Biodiesel was assumed to consist of the five dominant components 

listed in Table 4.1. The physical properties of biodiesel were evaluated using the methods 

described in Sec. 3.2 except the critical temperature and pressure, because the critical 

temperature and pressure of the fuel used in experiments are provided in the original 

literature (i.e., Tc=692 K, Pc=15.5 bar). Comparisons of experimental and numerical drop 

size histories are shown in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 for different ambient temperatures. It 

can be seen that the calculated vaporization histories agree with the experimental data very 

well. The good agreement indicates that the biodiesel vaporization model is able to simulate 

biodiesel drop vaporization reasonably well. Close examinations of the size history also 
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reveal that the drop dilates significantly at the beginning of the vaporization process due to 

ambient heating before the mass transfer process actually occurs due to the low vaporization 

rate. This phenomenon is more evident at low ambient temperatures conditions in which 

longer heating time is required.   

 

 
Figure 4.21 Vaporization histories of biodiesel drops under different ambient temperatures at 

Pamb=1 bar 

 

 
Figure 4.22 Vaporization histories of biodiesel drops under different ambient temperatures at 

Pamb=1 bar 
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In practice, biodiesel has been used in many applications by blending with diesel fuel. 

Therefore, it is interesting to study the vaporization behaviors of such a fuel blend. Since 

experimental data on single drop vaporization of such fuel blend are not available, only the 

model results of diesel-biodiesel blend will be shown in this study. For the diesel-biodiesel 

blends, since petroleum fuels are composed of hundreds of hydrocarbon species, drop 

vaporization will be modeled using the continuous thermodynamics approach described by 

Sec. 3.1. According to the discussion in the above sections, biodiesel derived from vegetable 

oil also consists of many oxygenated hydrocarbon species but mostly contains five major 

components. Thus, biodiesel will be modeled as the mixture of its five discrete components, 

and the biodiesel vaporization model will be used. Therefore, diesel-biodiesel drops will be 

described by a combination of continuous distribution and discrete components, and so is the 

gasoline-ethanol drop which will be discussed in the next section. As a result, the present 

vaporization model for petroleum-biofuel blends can be regarded as a hybrid model. The 

gamma distribution curve mentioned in the previous section for diesel fuel (α=23.0, β=8.15, 

γ=0) is shown in Figure 4.23, in which the range of the molecular weights of biodiesel major 

components is also shown. From the relative molecular weight ranges of both 

multicomponent fuels, it can be seen that biodiesel has a relatively higher average molecular 

weight than diesel fuel.  

 
Figure 4.23 Molecular weight distribution of diesel fuel and the approximate range of the 

molecular weight of biodiesel  
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In this study, four different fuel blends were selected for modeling, including B0 (diesel 

fuel), B5, B20 and B100 (biodiesel). B20 means that there is 20% biodiesel in the blend on a 

volume basis. The biodiesel properties were evaluated based on those of soybean methyl 

ester (Ramadhas et al., 2005). As mentioned earlier, biodiesel properties could vary 

noticeably due to the variation in feedstock. The properties used in this study were calculated 

by data from various literatures and most commonly used values. During the course of this 

study, it was found that the critical temperature has a significant effect on the vaporization 

prediction because it determines the highest temperature a liquid drop will survive, thus 

influencing the lifetime prediction. It should also be noticed that the critical temperature in 

Table 4.3 is generally higher than that reported by Morin et al. (2000), i.e., 692 K, which was 

directly used in the biodiesel vaporization model validation in the previous section. Therefore, 

the predicted vaporization result of B100 in this section will be different from that reported in 

Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22. Moreover, the modeling of B0, B5, B20, and B100 in this 

section is meant to verify the validity of the present model in predicting the vaporization of 

drops of different compositions. 

Figure 4.24 shows the size histories of drops blended by diesel fuel and biodiesel at 1 bar 

and 912 K predicted by the hybrid vaporization model. Based on the molecular weight 

distribution in Figure 4.23 and the volatility of fuel components, it is expected that a majority 

of diesel components will have vaporized before biodiesel components start to vaporize. 

Results shown in Figure 4.24 are consistent with such expectations. It is shown that the drop 

lifetime increases as the percentage of biodiesel in the blend increases. For the B100 drop, a 

longer heating time is required, and thus dilation is more evident compared with other drops. 

The slopes of the D
2
 curves are similar for all the four fuel blends, indicating similar 

vaporization rates once the heating process is completed and the drop has reached a certain 

temperature. The corresponding drop temperature histories are shown in Figure 4.25. These 

curves show that the average drop temperature is higher as the biodiesel volume fraction 

increases, indicting higher heating rate and decreased overall vaporization rate. The 

temperature required for B100 drop vaporization is clearly higher than others. Predicted drop 

lifetime data for various ambient temperatures are listed in Table 4.4. It can be seen that the 
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size histories and lifetimes of B5 and B20 drops are close to those of the pure diesel fuel 

drops and drop lifetime increases as the percentage of biodiesel increases. 

 
Figure 4.24 Vaporization histories of diesel-biodiesel blends at Tamb= 912 K, Pamb=1 bar 

 
Figure 4.25 Drop temperature histories of diesel-biodiesel blends at Tamb= 912 K, Pamb=1 bar  
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Table 4.4 Drop lifetimes (second) for diesel-biodiesel blends at different ambient 

temperatures and initial compositions 

Tamb (K) B0 B5 B20 B100 

1019  3.83 3.97 4.24 5.06 

912  4.48 4.67 5.03 6.19 

858  5.50 5.77 6.32 8.08 

 

The histories of biodiesel volume fraction during the vaporization process for B5 and 

B20 are shown in Figure 4.26. These volume fraction history curves differ from those of n-

heptane-n-decane drop shown in Figure 4.4 because the composition of diesel fuel, which is a 

complex multicomponent fuel itself, vary significantly during the vaporization process. For 

the most part of the vaporization process, the volume fraction of biodiesel increases. 

However, near the end of the vaporization process, the heavy diesel components still remain 

in the drop while a significant amount of biodiesel components have vaporized. The mean 

molecular weight of diesel fuel increases sharply at the end according to Figure 4.27. As a 

result, the volume fraction of biodiesel decreases before the entire drop completely 

disappears. Figure 4.28 shows the evolution of diesel fuel composition in the B20 drop 

during vaporization. It can be seen that the distribution curve of diesel fuel shifts to the high 

molecular weight region, resulting from the survival of the heavier components. In other 

words, lighter components vaporize earlier, and the remaining diesel fuel is heavier and less 

volatile.  
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Figure 4.26 Histories of the volume fraction of biodiesel during the vaporization of diesel-

biodiesel blends at Tamb= 912 K, Pamb=1 bar  

 

 
Figure 4.27 Histories of the mean molecular weight of diesel fuel during the vaporization of 

diesel-biodiesel blends at Tamb= 912 K, Pamb=1 bar  
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Figure 4.28 Distribution of diesel fuel composition at different times for B20 drop at Tamb= 

912 K, Pamb=1 bar  

 

The sequence of vaporization of both fuels in the blend can also be illustrated by the 

histories of accumulated vaporization mass shown in Figure 4.29 for B20. It can be seen that 

biodiesel component in the drop start to vaporize after about 2 seconds when a large amount 

of diesel fuel has become vapor. In internal combustion engines, the vaporization histories of 

different fuel components determine the vapor distribution before combustion. Less volatile 

fuel components will be dominant as the drop penetrates through the combustion chamber 

and may lead to emissions issues for the engine. It should be noted that the vaporization 

model need to be used together with a combustion model that can consider the different 

chemical kinetics of diesel fuel and biodiesel for engine spray combustion simulation. 

Nonetheless, the present vaporization model will be able to predict a more detailed fuel 

component distribution and improve the accuracy of the overall combustion simulation using 

practical fuel blends. 
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Figure 4.29 Histories of accumulated vaporization mass of diesel fuel and biodiesel for B20 

drop at Tamb= 912K, Pamb=1 bar  

 

To further study the effect of the compositions of different diesel-biodiesel blends on 

vapor distribution, the hybrid vaporization model was applied to diesel-biodiesel sprays with 

different initial compositions, i.e., B0, B20, and B100. Only non-combusting conditions are 

simulated here since the emphasis of this study is on vaporization modeling. The injected 

fuel mass for each fuel spray is 8 mg with an injection duration of 3 ms. Simulations were 

performed at the same ambient conditions as in the experiments by Pickett and Siebers 

(2004). The computational domain has a height of 10 cm and a diameter of 12.5 cm and is 

discretized with a two-dimensional mesh which has 32 cells in the radial direction and 50 

cells in the axial direction. The histories of the total injected fuel and total vapor mass for 

each spray in the domain are shown in Figure 4.30. It can be seen that the vaporized fuel 

mass decreases if there is more biodiesel in the initial fuel blend. This trend can be visualized 

by comparing the mass fraction distributions of both diesel fuel and biodiesel vapors for 

different sprays. Figure 4.31 shows the vapor mass fraction distributions at 1.4 ms after the 

start of injection. It can be seen that the liquid penetration is shorter if there is more biodiesel 

initially. For the B20 spray, diesel fuel vapor exists in a large region similar to that of diesel 

fuel spray, while there is a small amount of biodiesel concentrating in a small region near the 

tip of the spray. Due to the low volatility, biodiesel spray produces much smaller amount of 
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vapor in comparison with diesel fuel spray, and the vapor concentrates in a smaller region 

distant from the injector. 

 

 
Figure 4.30 Histories of total fuel mass injected and vapor mass in the domain for B0, B20, 

and B100 sprays, Tamb=900 K, Pamb=37.58 bar 

 

 
Figure 4.31 Vapor distributions of diesel fuel and biodiesel for B0, B20, and B100 sprays at 

t=1.4 ms, Tamb=900 K, Pamb=37.58 bar  
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4.6 Vaporization of Ethanol-Gasoline Blend  

Ethanol is frequently used with gasoline in spark-ignition engines. The present 

vaporization model was also applied to simulate the vaporization of gasoline-ethanol drops 

with various initial blend ratios. While E10 and E85 are common in current applications, 

there is also an increasing interest in using E20 to displace more gasoline without the need to 

modify the existing engine fuel system. E20 means that there is 20% ethanol in the fuel blend 

on volume basis. In this study, fuel drops of E0, E10, E20, E85, and E100 are modeled. 

Ethanol in the drop was treated as a pure single-component fuel with well-defined physical 

properties, while gasoline composition was represented using gamma distribution (α=5.7, 

β=15, γ=0 in Eq. (3.1)). The hybrid modeling strategy of the fuel blend is shown in Figure 

4.32. 

The ambient pressure of the computational cases is 1 atm, and the ambient temperature 

is 450 K, which is relevant to the in-cylinder temperature of a direct-injection spark-ignition 

engine during fuel vaporization. Predicted drop size histories for different initial 

compositions are shown in Figure 4.33. It can be seen that the drop size curves reflect the 

effect of composition on the drop lifetime, i.e., the presence of ethanol increases the drop 

lifetime. Despite that ethanol has a lower molecular weight than gasoline, the latent heat for 

ethanol (1025 kJ/kg at 300 K) is significantly higher that gasoline (316.6 kJ/kg at 300 K) 

making the drop harder to vaporize as the volume fraction of ethanol increases. The 

vaporization histories of E10 and E20 are close to that of pure gasoline drop with slightly 

increased drop lifetime, and the lifetime of E85 drop is similar to that of pure ethanol drop. 
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Figure 4.32 Molecular weight distribution of gasoline and the molecular weight of ethanol  

 

 
Figure 4.33 Vaporization histories of gasoline-ethanol blends at Tamb= 450 K, Pamb=1 atm  

 

The volume fraction histories of ethanol in E10, E20, and E85 drops are shown in Figure 

4.34. It can be seen that the volume fraction of ethanol increases at the early stage of the 

vaporization process. This phenomenon indicates that certain gasoline components are more 

volatile than ethanol and make the fuel vaporize faster than ethanol at the beginning. As the 

vaporization process progresses, the vaporization rate of ethanol increases, and the volume 

fraction of ethanol in the drop decreases rapidly. For example, as shown in Figure 4.34, 
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ethanol in the E20 drop has completely vaporized at 12 seconds, well before the remaining 

gasoline components completely vaporize at about 16 seconds. In other words, the E20 drop 

is reduced to a pure gasoline drop at the later stage of the vaporization process (i.e., from 12 

to 16 seconds). Similar to the diesel-biodiesel mixture, the continuous thermodynamics 

model makes the mean molecular weight of gasoline increase and the fuel gradually becomes 

less volatile than ethanol. The remaining heavier components of gasoline dominate the 

vaporization at the final stage. 

 

 
Figure 4.34 Histories of the volume fraction of ethanol during the vaporization of gasoline-

ethanol blends at Tamb= 450 K, Pamb=1 atm 

 

The histories of the accumulated vaporization mass for both ethanol and gasoline in E10 

and E85 are shown in Figure 4.35. It can be seen that both fuels start to vaporize as soon as 

the drop is generated, unlike the cases of diesel-biodiesel blends in which biodiesel does not 

vaporize until a long period of time during the vaporization process (Figure 4.29). The curves 

for accumulated vaporization mass are close to each other showing similar mass vaporization 

rates of both fuels. Therefore, it is believed that the vapors of both fuels will concentrate in 

similar regions in spray applications. 
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Figure 4.35 Histories of accumulated vaporization mass of gasoline and ethanol for E10 and 

E85 drops at Tamb= 450 K, Pamb=1 atm  
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CHAPTER 5 VAPORIZATION MODELING UNDER HIGH-

PRESSURE CONDITIONS 

In previous chapters, Raoult’s law was used to as the phase equilibrium, which relates 

the mole fractions of a component in both the liquid and vapor phases, for drop vaporization 

simulation under low pressure conditions. However, in practical conditions, e.g., engine in-

cylinder conditions, liquid drops vaporize in high-pressure environments. It can be shown 

that Raoult’s law is the low pressure approximation of the general phase equilibrium that is 

valid for all conditions. Thus, under high-pressure conditions, using Raoult’s law can lead to 

inaccuracy in drop vaporization modeling, and the general phase equilibrium needs to be 

implemented to relate the compositions of both phases at the interface. To improve the 

accuracy of multidimensional engine simulation, it is necessary to develop a high-pressure 

vaporization modeling approach to consider the effect of high ambient pressure on drop 

vaporization. In this chapter, the multicomponent vaporization models are coupled with 

general phase equilibrium to extend the model applicability to high-pressure conditions. 

5.1 High-Pressure Phase Equilibrium 

Using the equations derived in Sec. 3.3, the phase equilibrium of an n-heptane-nitrogen 

binary system can be calculated. Figure 5.1 plots the calculated mole fractions of n-heptane 

at phase interface with ambient pressure at different temperatures. The upper-right part of 

each curve with solid symbols is for the liquid phase, and the lower-left part with open 

symbols is for the vapor phase. For each temperature, both parts of the curves originate from 

the saturated pressure, where the mole fraction of n-heptane is equal to unity in both phases. 

As pressure increases, the liquid and the vapor sections of the curve start to deviate and 

finally meet at the critical mixing point. At the critical mixing point, the temperature, 

pressure, and composition of both phases are identical, and there is no phase difference in the 

system. Phase equilibrium no longer holds at or beyond the critical mixing point. It can be 

seen from Figure 5.1 that under higher pressure conditions, the amount of ambient gas that 

dissolves into the liquid phase cannot be ignored. Consequently, in contrast to the assumption 

of no ambient gas species dissolving in the liquid phase at low pressure conditions, the phase 
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equilibrium of high-pressure conditions requires that all of the species are present in both 

phases. Therefore, the composition of the liquid phase is changed.  

 

 
Figure 5.1 Phase equilibrium for n-heptane-nitrogen system at various temperatures and 

pressures  

 

The phase equilibrium can also be expressed in a different way that the mole fractions 

are plotted with temperature at different pressures. In this study, to show the difference of 

phase equilibrium between supercritical and subcritical conditions, three different cases were 

calculated for Pr=0.5, 1, and 2 as shown in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4, 

respectively (Pc,n-heptane=27.4 bar). It can be seen that under subcritical (Pr<1) conditions, the 

mole fractions of n-heptane in both phased increased monotonously to unity with increasing 

temperature. However, under supercritical (Pr>1) conditions, the mole fraction of n-heptane 

in the liquid phase decreases slowly with increasing temperature and meets the increasing 

vapor phase mole fraction at a value lower than unity. 
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Figure 5.2 Phase equilibrium for the n-heptane-nitrogen system at various temperatures and 

Pamb=13.7 bar 

 

 
Figure 5.3 Phase equilibrium for the n-heptane-nitrogen system at various temperatures and 

Pamb=27.4 bar 
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Figure 5.4 Phase equilibrium for the n-heptane-nitrogen system at various temperatures and 

Pamb=54.8 bar 

 

Due to the fact that the binary diffusivity between the ambient gas species and the liquid 

component is very small in the liquid phase, the characteristic diffusion time (t*=R
2
/D12) will 

be relatively large compared to the drop lifetime. Therefore, for simplicity, this study 

assumes that the ambient gas species will be restricted at the drop surface during vaporization, 

and the diffusive flux of the ambient gas species toward drop center is infinitesimal. On the 

other hand, in the vapor phase, since the characteristic diffusion time is much smaller than 

that of the liquid phase, it is reasonable to obtain a pseudo-steady solution of the species 

conservation equation. By applying the assumption that the diffusive flux of the ambient gas 

species into the liquid phase is zero, the solution of the pseudo-steady species conservation 

equation in the vapor phase determining the drop vaporization rate will be a same formula as 

Eq. (3.45) which relates the species vaporization rate with the mass fractions of the fuel 

vapor at the drop surface and infinity. 

5.2 Model Validation 

The high-pressure vaporization model described in Sec. 3.3 was first applied to the 

vaporization of n-heptane drops in a pure nitrogen environment at various ambient pressures 

and temperatures. Model predicted the drop vaporization histories were compared with 

experimental data by Nomura et al. (1996) for validation. The comparisons between 
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numerical results and experimental data are shown in Figure 5.5 to Figure 5.8. It can be seen 

that the numerical results in various ambient conditions agree well with the experimental data 

in both the shape of the drop size history and the total drop lifetime. The traditional low-

pressure model based on the Raoult’s law was also applied to the same conditions and 

compared with the high-pressure model results and experimental data in these figures. It can 

be seen that the simulation result using the Raoult’s law at the low pressure (Pamb=0.5 MPa) 

shows acceptable agreement with the experiment data. However, as the ambient pressure 

increases, the error of using the Raoult’s law increases. The application of the Raoult’s law 

leads to much longer drop lifetime and will subsequently predict inaccurate distribution of 

fuel vapor in actual combustion devices under high-pressure conditions. Consequently, the 

application of high-pressure drop vaporization model in multidimensional engine simulation 

will be an important advancement in improving the modeling accuracy. 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Vaporization history of a single n-heptane drop at Pamb=0.5 MPa, Tamb=655 K 
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Figure 5.6 Vaporization history of a single n-heptane drop at Pamb=1.0 MPa, Tamb=669 K 

 

 
Figure 5.7 Vaporization history of a single n-heptane drop at Pamb=2.0 MPa, Tamb=656 K 
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Figure 5.8 Vaporization history of a single n-heptane drop at Pamb=5.0 MPa, Tamb=453 K 

 

5.3 Vaporization of Diesel Fuel and Biodiesel at High-Pressure 
Conditions 

The vaporization modeling of diesel fuel drops under engine operating conditions is of 

primary interest since the fuel still prevails in fuelling compression-ignition engines. In this 

chapter, the composition of diesel fuel is also modeled using a gamma distribution based on 

continuous thermodynamics as shown in Sec. 3.1 except the phase equilibrium. For diesel 

fuel, the distribution parameters are α=23, β=8.15, and γ=0. The continuous thermodynamics 

model is coupled with the high-pressure phase equilibrium according to the discussion in Sec. 

3.3. The correlations used to obtain fugacity coefficient as a function of molecular weight are 

shown in Eqs. (3.89), (3.90), and (3.91). Additional numerical iterations are needed for the 

implicit solution of the composition and fugacity coefficients, because of the fact that the 

fugacity coefficients in the vapor phase are functions of the mean molecular weight which, in 

the meantime, is also determined by the fugacity coefficients as shown in Eqs. (3.93), (3.94), 

and (3.95).  

The vaporization of diesel fuel drops at ambient temperature 900 K and various ambient 

pressures within the range of engine in-cylinder conditions was simulated. In these cases, 

stagnant diesel drops with initial diameter of 0.1 mm and initial temperature of 300 K is 

exposed to a pure nitrogen environment. Histories of the drop surface temperature and the 
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square of the reduced drop diameter at different ambient pressures are shown in Figure 5.9. It 

can be seen that as ambient pressure increases, the heating period, which is characterized by 

the increasing drop size, is prolonged. On the other hand, if the pressure is higher, the 

vaporization rate (i.e., slope of the curve) following the heating period will increase, leading 

to shorter overall drop lifetime. For instance, the drop at 20 bar starts to vaporize later than 1 

bar case. However, when the drop at 20 bar starts to vaporize, the vaporization rate is much 

higher than the 1 bar case. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that at a higher 

ambient pressure, the drop surface temperature is higher, resulting in larger mass transfer 

number and then a higher vaporization rate. It can also be seen in Figure 5.9 that the drop 

surface temperature is significantly higher for conditions with higher pressure. One reason 

leading to the difference in drop surface temperature is the relationship between pressure and 

enthalpy of vaporization. Using Eq. (3.99), the enthalpy of vaporization of diesel fuel with 

the initial composition (α=23, β=8.15, γ=0) was plotted with temperature under different 

ambient pressures as shown in Figure 5.10. It can be seen that the enthalpy of vaporization 

decreases steadily to zero as the temperature increases to the value at the critical mixing point 

of a particular pressure. At a higher ambient pressure, the enthalpy of vaporization is lower, 

leading to higher drop heating rate according to the energy conservation equation (Eq. (2.26)). 

 

 
Figure 5.9 Drop size and surface temperature histories for diesel fuel at different ambient 

pressures, Tamb=900 K 
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Figure 5.10 Enthalpy of vaporization as a function of temperatures for diesel fuel at various 

ambient pressures 

 

On the other hand, ambient temperature also affects the way that the drop lifetime varies 

with ambient pressure. To investigate such effects of ambient temperature, calculations were 

also performed at 700 K ambient temperature, and results are shown in Figure 5.11. It can be 

seen that different from the results of the 900 K case, the drop lifetime at 700 K increases 

with increased ambient pressure. In fact, according to the phase equilibrium, high pressure 

directly reduces the mass transfer number and thus decreases the vaporization rate. This 

behavior counteracts the effect of increasing drop surface temperature that enhances the 

vapor mole fraction at drop surface according to Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4. These 

two effects compete with each other and the net result varies. From this study, it is found that 

only if the ambient temperature is high enough, the drop surface temperature will increase 

significantly with increasing ambient pressure, leading to higher vaporization rate and shorter 

drop lifetime (e.g., 900 K for diesel fuel). It is anticipated that this threshold temperature will 

be different for different fuels. 
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Figure 5.11 Drop size and surface temperature histories at different ambient pressures, 

Tamb=700 K 

 

Figure 5.12 shows the evolutions of the mean molecular weights of diesel fuel in both 

phases at the phase interface, i.e. drop surface. It can be seen that the molecular weight of the 

fuel in the vapor phase is always smaller than that of the liquid phase. This phenomenon 

indicates that the vaporizing components are the relatively lighter components in the fuel. As 

a result of continuous vaporization, the mean molecular weight increases slowly at the 

beginning. As the lighter components continue to vaporize, the mean molecular weight 

increases rapidly at the end when the drop size is very small. For the cases of 20 and 50 bar, 

where vaporization ends at critical mixing point (see Figure 5.9), the molecular weights of 

the fuel in the liquid and vapor phases are equal at the critical mixing point. This is consistent 

with the essence of the critical mixing point that there is no difference in composition 

between the liquid phase and vapor phase. 
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Figure 5.12 Histories of the mean molecular weight of diesel fuel in both liquid and vapor 

phases at the surface of the drop at various ambient pressures, Tamb=900 K  

 

Biodiesel is a renewable fuel which can be produced from vegetable oils, animal fat, or 

other biomass feedstock. Due to its close physical and chemical characteristics to regular 

diesel fuel, it is a feasible alternative fuel for compression-ignition engines. The composition 

of biodiesel can be uncertain due to the variation in the feedstock. However, according to the 

discussion in Sec. 4.3, the major components of biodiesel are five methyl esters, namely, 

palmitic (C16H32O2), stearic (C18H36O2), oleic (C18H34O2), linoleic (C18H32O2), and linolenic 

(C18H30O2). Therefore, this chapter also assumes that biodiesel is a mixture of the above five 

components. The composition of biodiesel, i.e., the mass fractions of these components, 

derived from typical feedstock can be found in Table 4.1. To perform the phase equilibrium 

calculation for biodiesel under high-pressure conditions, the mean values for a and b in the 

cubic equation of state can be obtained using the mixing rules shown in Eqs. (3.79) and (3.80) 

based on the composition of biodiesel and critical temperatures and pressures of its five 

major components. 

The enthalpy of vaporization of biodiesel was also calculated according to Eq. (3.99) as 

shown in Figure 5.13. It can be seen that the enthalpy of vaporization of biodiesel varies in a 

similar way with temperature and pressure compared with that of diesel fuel shown in Figure 

5.10. The overall enthalpy of vaporization of biodiesel is higher than that of diesel fuel at the 
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same conditions. The present model was used to simulate the vaporization of biodiesel drops 

under high-pressure and high-temperature conditions similar to those of diesel drop 

conditions. The drop size histories of biodiesel drops vaporizing at Tamb=900 K and various 

pressures are shown in Figure 5.14. It can be seen that biodiesel drops generally have longer 

lifetime than diesel drops in the same ambient conditions. The lifetime of the biodiesel drop 

varies in the same way as the diesel fuel drop when ambient pressure changes, i.e., higher 

pressure prolongs the heating period and reduces drop lifetime.  

Moreover, in diesel engines, considering engine performance and emissions, the 

practical way of using biodiesel is to blend the fuel with diesel fuel at different volumetric 

ratios by their high miscibility. In this study, the vaporization of B20 drops, which are 

blended by 20% biodiesel and 80% diesel on volume basis, under different ambient pressures 

are simulated. The histories of drop size under different ambient pressures are shown in 

Figure 5.15. Results show that the vaporization histories of B20 drops are in between those 

of diesel fuel and biodiesel at the same ambient conditions. It is expected that the 

composition of B20 drop will keep changing during the vaporization process due to the 

difference in the vaporization behaviors of both fuels in the mixture. Figure 5.16 shows the 

evolution of the biodiesel volume fraction in the B20 drop. It can be seen that the volume 

fraction of biodiesel keeps increasing in all the cases until the end of the vaporization process, 

and for higher ambient pressure cases, the volume fraction of biodiesel increases at a slower 

rate. As shown in Figure 5.12, at the end of vaporization when the drop is very small, the 

mean molecular weight of diesel fuel increases sharply and becomes very large. These heavy 

diesel fuel components vaporize more slowly than biodiesel components. As a result, the 

volume fraction of biodiesel decreases at the end of the vaporization as shown in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.13 Enthalpy of vaporization as a function of temperatures for biodiesel at various 

ambient pressures 

 

 
Figure 5.14 Drop size histories for biodiesel at different ambient pressures, Tamb=900 K 
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Figure 5.15 Drop size histories for B20 at different ambient pressures, Tamb=900 K  

 

 
Figure 5.16 Histories of volume fraction of biodiesel for B20 at different ambient pressures, 

Tamb=900 K 

 

To study the effect of the composition of diesel-biodiesel blend on vapor distribution 

under high-pressure conditions, the model was further applied to diesel-biodiesel sprays with 

different initial blending ratios, i.e., B0, B20, and B100, in a constant-volume combustion 

chamber of pure nitrogen at 38 bar and 900 K. Calculations were performed at the same 

ambient conditions as shown in Figure 4.30 simulating the experiments by Pickett and 

Siebers (2004). The CFD code is based on an updated KIVA-3V (Amsden, 1999) with 
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improvements in various physical models, e.g., turbulence and spray atomization (Li and 

Kong, 2008; Zhang and Kong, 2011). The computational domain has a height of 10 cm and a 

diameter of 12.5 cm and is discretized with a two-dimensional mesh which has 32 cells in the 

radial direction and 50 cells in the axial direction. Only non-combusting conditions are 

simulated here since the emphasis of this work is to study the vaporization behavior. For each 

spray, the injected fuel mass for each fuel spray is 8 mg with an injection duration of 3 ms. 

The total injected fuel mass and total vapor mass for each spray in the domain are plotted 

with time as shown in Figure 5.17. It can be seen that the vaporized fuel mass decreases as 

the initial volume fraction of biodiesel in the blend increases due to the slower vaporization 

rate of biodiesel components. The mass fraction distributions of both diesel fuel vapor and 

biodiesel vapor for different sprays at 1.4 ms after the start of injection are plotted in Figure 

5.18. For the B20 spray, diesel fuel vapor exists in a large region similar to that in diesel fuel 

(B0) spray, while there is a small amount of biodiesel concentrating in a small region near 

the tip of the spray. Determined by the critical properties, biodiesel (B100) spray produces 

much smaller amount of vapor in comparison with diesel fuel spray, and the vapor 

concentrates in a small region at the spray tip distant from the injector. 

 

 
Figure 5.17 Histories of total injected fuel mass and vapor mass in the domain for sprays of 

B0, B20, and B100, Pamb=38 bar, Tamb=900 K  
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Figure 5.18 Diesel fuel and biodiesel vapor distributions for B0, B20, and B100 sprays at 

t=1.4 ms, Tamb=900 K, P=38 bar 
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CHAPTER 6 BIO-OIL VAPORIZATION MODELING  

Bio-oil is a complex biorenewable fuel produced by fast pyrolysis of biomass. The fuel 

has various kinds of applications in industry. It can be either used in many combustion 

devices for heat and power generation, or gasified to produce synthesis gas, which in turn can 

be used to produce heat or transportation fuels. This chapter describes a complete 

vaporization modeling strategy for bio-oil based on the characteristics of its composition. 

After an analysis of the experimental data, a group of major components were selected to 

represent bio-oil produced from the pyrolysis of wood, and its vaporization was modeled 

using a discrete component approach. The critical and physical properties of bio-oil 

components were evaluated. The vaporization model was implemented into KIVA and used 

to investigate the vaporization behaviors of bio-oil drops and spray. The mixtures of bio-doil 

with other practical fuels, e.g., diesel fuel, biodiesel, and ethanol was also investigated.  

6.1 Bio-oil Composition 

It is known from experiments that bio-oil can contain more than 300 components 

(Mohan, 2006). Different from petroleum fuels which are mainly composed of hydrocarbon 

species, the components of bio-oil vary significantly due to feedstock and production 

processes. Using the GC/MS technique, Branca et al. (2003) experimentally quantified 40 

components of bio-oil produced from fast pyrolysis of wood and classified the components 

into water, carbohydrates (including hydroxyacetaldehyde, acetic acid, hydropxypropanone, 

levoglucosan, and other minor species), furans, phenols, guaiacols, and syringols. The 40 

components correspond to 62-65% of the total liquid. Other components are not detectable 

by the GC/MS technique and are nonvolatile components. It is not appropriate to use the 

continuous thermodynamics technique to model the vaporization of bio-oil, because it is not 

reasonable to simply relate the physical properties of the components with their molecular 

weight. Therefore, in this study, a discrete component approach was used to model the 

vaporization of bio-oil by selecting some representative components from each category. It 

should be noted that there are many unknown components in bio-oil and a proper scaling 

based on the known components is needed to reasonably represent the overall composition.  
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After an analysis of the composition of bio-oil produced from the pyrolysis of wood, a 

group of ten major components including water were selected to model bio-oil. The selected 

major components and their mass fractions based on the bio-oil products of three different 

companies are listed in the first column of Table 6.1. The components listed in the table are 

the dominant components identified from the original compositions quantified by Branca et 

al. (2003). The acid compounds, i.e., propionic acid and acetic acid can account for the low 

pH values of bio-oil. Levoglucosan is the major product of cellulose degradation, and phenol, 

syringol, and isoeugenol are the products of lignin pyrolysis. Consequently, it is believed that 

the components listed in Table 6.1 can adequately represent bio-oil produced from wood 

pyrolysis. Mass fractions 1, 2, and 3 are obtained from the products of Dynamotive, BTG, 

and Ensyn, respectively. Even though phenol and syringol have very low mass fractions in 

the three products in the table, they may have larger concentrations in the bio-oil produced 

from other resources due to the uncertainty in feedstock. Therefore, both components are 

included in the list of major components. Note that water is a special component in the fuel 

as it will strongly affect the drop breakup but not take part in fuel combustion. To best 

represent the original fuel composition, mass fractions of water in Table 6.1 are kept the 

consistent as originally reported by experiments. The mass fractions of the other nine 

components are scaled up in order to stand for the rest of the components, and the final 

compositions of bio-oil are listed in Table 6.1.  

 

Table 6.1 Bio-oil compositions 

Components Mass fraction 1 (%) Mass Fraction 2 (%) Mass Fraction 3 (%) 

Water 21.10 30.40 20.30 

Hydroxyacetaldehyde 21.77 25.61 18.84 

Acetic acid 9.48 12.25 24.18 

Hydroxypropanone 15.06 10.84 8.32 

Levoglucosan 17.27 11.41 15.71 

Propionic acid 1.25 1.08 3.34 

(5H)-furan-2-one 2.37 2.06 2.56 

Isoeugenol 10.79 5.44 2.51 

Phenol 0.37 0.29 1.15 

Syringol 0.54 0.62 3.09 
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Since a discrete component approach was used to model the vaporization of bio-oil, the 

physical properties such as vapor pressure of bio-oil components must be estimated 

beforehand. To use the correlations described in Sec. 3.2, Ambrose and Joback’s atom group 

contribution methods are used to estimate the critical temperatures and pressures of bio-oil 

components based on their molecular structures, and the results are listed in Table 6.2. The 

normal boiling points listed in this table are from available data source and are used as an 

important parameter in both methods. Since Ambrose’s method has the definition of for the 

benzene group, it is best suited for isoeugenol, Phenol, and Syringol which have benzene in 

their molecular structures. For other components, Joback’s method, which is more concise 

and convenient, is used.  

 

Table 6.2 Properties of the major components of bio-oil 

Components Formula MW(g/mol) Tb (K) Tc (K) Pc (bar) 

Water
‡
 H2O 18.02 373 647 221 

Hydroxyacetaldehyde
‡
 C2H4O2 60.05 404 582 64.6 

Acetic acid
‡
 C2H4O2 60.05 391 588 57.3 

Hydroxypropanone
‡
 C3H6O2 74.08 418 595 54.8 

Levoglucosan
‡
 C6H10O5 162.14 578 733 57.0 

Propionic acid
‡
 C3H6O2 74.08 414 609 49.8 

(5H)-furan-2-one
‡
 C4H4O2 84.07 476 741 56.8 

isoeugenol
†
 C10H12O2 164.21 540 753 32.8 

Phenol
†
 C6H6O 94.11 460 702 61.4 

Syringol
†
 C8H10O3 154.16 534 767 40.5 

† Ambrose’s method, ‡ Joback’s method;  

 

6.2 Predicted Bio-oil Properties 

The vapor pressures of bio-oil components for temperatures in the range of 300~580 K 

were calculated using Pitzer’s expansion (Eq. (3.48)) and plotted in Figure 6.1. It can be seen 

that water has the highest vapor pressure among all the components and Levoglucosan has 

the lowest vapor pressure. Since it is expected that components with higher vapor pressure 

vaporize earlier, Figure 6.1 shows a general indication about the vaporization order of the 

components. Figure 6.2 plots the latent heat of bio-oil components calculated using Fish and 

Lielmezs’ method (Eq. (3.52)) with temperatures in the range of 300~580 K. It can be seen 

that the latent heat of water is much higher than other components, while other components 
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have close values of latent heat. Therefore, it is expected that the high water content will 

strongly affect the vaporization behavior of bio-oil. Different from the observations for 

biodiesel in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, the physical properties of bio-oil components are 

not close to each other. Therefore, only a discrete component approach is acceptable, and the 

fuel cannot be modeled as a single-component fuel using mixing rules. 

 

 
Figure 6.1 Predicted vapor pressure of bio-oil components in the temperature range of 

300~580 K 

 

 
Figure 6.2 Predicted latent heat of bio-oil components in the temperature range of 300~580 K 
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6.3 Vaporization of Bio-oil and Its Mixtures with Other Fuels 

Using the discrete component approach described in Sec. 3.2, the vaporization of a 

single stagnant bio-oil drop was simulated. In this study, a bio-oil drop with the modeled 

composition based on Mass Fraction 1 in Table 6.1 was generated and suspended in a 

constant-volume chamber, where the ambient temperature is 800 K and ambient pressure is 1 

atm. The initial diameter of the drop is 0.1 mm. Figure 6.3 shows the predicted histories of 

drop size and temperature. It can be seen that the drop vaporization history does not show a 

straight line during vaporization. This phenomenon differs from that of single-component 

fuels due to the continuous change of bio-oil composition during the vaporization process. 

Figure 6.4 shows the histories of vaporization rate fraction (ε) which is defined in Eq. (2.18). 

Higher values of vaporization rate fraction indicate higher relative mass vaporization rates 

among all of the components. It can be seen that hydroxypropanone has the highest 

vaporization rate fraction as soon as the vaporization process starts and drops down to zero 

due to its reducing mass in the liquid phase. The vaporization rate fraction of levoglucosan 

remains very low for about half the vaporization process and reaches to unity at the end of 

the vaporization process. Other components show similar behaviors that the vaporization rate 

fraction increases at the beginning and finally drop down to zero later.  

 Figure 6.5 shows the histories of the volume fractions of bio-oil components in the 

liquid phase. It can be seen that the volume fractions of most of the components increase at 

the beginning of the vaporization process, reach to a maximum point, and decrease to zero at 

a later time except hydroxypropanone which has decreasing volume fraction as soon as the 

drop is exposed to the environment. Results also show that levoglucosan is the least volatile 

component, and its fraction keeps increasing and reaches to unity. In other words, at the end 

of the vaporization process, bio-oil becomes pure levoglucosan. The observation from Figure 

6.5 agrees with that from Figure 6.4. Both figures indicate that levolucosan almost dominates 

the second half of the bio-oil vaporization process. Figure 6.6 shows the history of the mean 

molecular weight of bio-oil in the liquid phase. It can be seen that in general the mean 

molecular weight shows an increasing trend. This phenomenon also indicates that lighter 

components vaporize earlier, and heavier components are always left in the drop during 

vaporization.  
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The present vaporization model for bio-oil was applied for a bio-oil spray in the 

constant-volume combustion chamber same as the ones described in Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 5.3. 

There was 8 mg bio-oil fuel injected into the chamber in an duration of 3 ms. The ambient 

temperature is 900 K, and the ambient pressure is 37.58 bar in the chamber. Computational 

fluid dynamics computation was done by KIVA with the bio-oil vaporization model in a 

computational domain which has a height of 10 cm and a diameter of 12.5 cm. The mass 

fraction distributions of five of the bio-oil components at 1.4 ms after the start of injection 

are plotted as shown in Figure 6.7. The vapor distributions of other components of bio-oil are 

not shown because their mass fractions are relative small and are not visible in the current 

scale. The distribution of liquid fuel drops in the chamber at 1.4 ms is also plotted for 

reference.  

 

 
Figure 6.3 Histories of drop size and temperature of bio-oil drop at 800 K and 1 atm  
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Figure 6.4 Histories of vaporization rate fraction (ε) of bio-oil components  

 

 
Figure 6.5 Histories of the volume fractions of all of the bio-oil components  
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Figure 6.6 History of the mean molecular weight of bio-oil in the liquid phase  

 

It can be seen that hydroxyacetaldehyde, hydroxypropanone, and acetic acid produce the 

most vapor in the computational domain. Water and propionic acid have much less vapor 

concentrating in a small region near the spray tip. This observation is in consistence with the 

histories of vaporization rate fractions as shown in Figure 6.4. Note that Figure 6.7 shows the 

vapor distributions at the early stage of the spray. Later in the spray vaporization process, 

less volatile components of bio-oil, such as levoglucosan will produce more vapors, and their 

vapors will concentrate in a region distant from the injector. 
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Figure 6.7 Predicted vapor distributions of bio-oil components at 1.4 ms, Tamb=900 K, 

Pamb=37.58 bar  

 

Similar to the application of biodiesel, the more practical way of using bio-oil is to blend 

the fuel with conventional fuels. In this study, the vaporization behavior of the mixture of 

bio-oil and diesel fuel was first studied. The liquid drop being studied consists of 20% bio-oil 

and 80% diesel fuel on volume basis and the ambient conditions are 800 K and 1 bar. The 

vaporization of the drop was simulated and compared with the vaporization histories of pure 

bio-oil and diesel fuel as shown in Figure 6.8. The vaporization of diesel fuel is modeled 

using continuous thermodynamics as described in Sec. 3.1. Results show that bio-oil drop has 

lifetime about three times longer than diesel fuel drop. The volume fraction of bio-oil in the 

mixture is shown in Figure 6.9. It can be seen that the volume fraction of bio-oil decreases at 

the beginning (due to the vaporization of its lighter components), increases after about 0.02 

seconds (due to the vaporization of light diesel components), and finally decreases sharply to 

zero (due to vaporization of its remaining components). This peculiar phenomenon is due to 

the variations of the compositions of both fuels during the vaporization process. Both 

multicomponent fuels in the blend become less volatile due to the higher concentration of the 

heavy components. The variation of volume fraction is determined by the relative volatilities 

of both fuels. Figure 6.10 shows the history of the mean molecular weight of diesel fuel in 
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the mixture. At the end of the vaporization process, the mean molecular weight of diesel fuel 

increases sharply making the fuel less volatile than bio-oil components. This is the reason of 

the sharp drop of bio-oil volume fraction. This phenomenon is the effect of the continuous 

thermodynamics calculation at the end of vaporization when the drop size is small. 

 

 
Figure 6.8 Vaporization histories of three different drops 

 
Figure 6.9 History of the volume fraction of bio-oil in the mixture of diesel/bio-oil drop 
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Figure 6.10 History of the mean molecular weight of diesel fuel in the diesel/bio-oil mixture 

 

Bio-oil can also be mixed with ethanol and used in spark ignition engines. In this study, 

similar to the bio-oil-diesel mixture, bio-oil is blended with ethanol at a volume ratio of 1:4. 

The vaporization of the fuel mixture at 550K and 1 bar is simulated and compared with the 

vaporization of bio-oil and ethanol drops at the same ambient conditions. The histories of 

drop size in Figure 6.11 show that bio-oil has a drop lifetime about 4 times longer than 

ethanol. The mixture of bio-oil and ethanol shows similar vaporization history with ethanol 

before 0.1s, and has similar vaporization rate, i.e., the slope of the curve, with the bio-oil 

drop after 0.1s. Figure 6.12 shows the history of bio-oil volume fraction which keeps 

increasing in the bio-oil-ethanol mixture. The volume fraction history agrees with the drop 

size history indicating that only bio-oil components are left after 0.1s. 
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Figure 6.11 Vaporization histories of various bio-oil and ethanol drops 

 

 
Figure 6.12 History of the volume fraction of bio-oil in the mixture of bio-oil and ethanol  

 

Another practical way of bio-oil application is to blend the fuel with biodiesel. In this 

study, the vaporization of the mixture of bio-oil and biodiesel at the volume ratio of 1:4 was 

also simulated. Vaporizations of biodiesel and bio-oil drops were also simulated for 

comparison. Biodiesel was modeled as the ideal mixture of the five major components using 

the biodiesel vaporization model described in Sections 3.2 and 4.3. The histories of drop size 

and bio-oil volume fraction are shown in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14, respectively. It can be 
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seen that even though bio-oil has much longer drop lifetime than biodiesel, the volume 

fraction of bio-oil keeps decreasing during the entire vaporization process. This is different 

from the observations in the above two sections. The reason is that most of the components 

of bio-oil are more volatile than biodiesel and thus vaporize earlier causing the volume 

fraction of bio-oil to decrease. But the heavy components of bio-oil such as levoglucosan 

dominate bio-oil at the late stage making the drop life time much longer than biodiesel.  

 

 
Figure 6.13 Vaporization histories of various bio-oil and diesel drops 

 

 
Figure 6.14 History of the volume fraction of bio-oil in the mixture of bio-oil and biodiesel   
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Conclusions 

The present study is focused on the multicomponent drop vaporization modeling using 

different approaches depending on the compositions of the practical fuels. Continuous 

thermodynamics approach was applied to model the vaporization of petroleum fuels such as 

gasoline and diesel fuel which are composed of 200 ~ 300 hydrocarbon species. Gamma 

distribution, which is a probability distribution function, was used to model the molecular 

weight distribution of such fuels and therefore consider the multicomponent nature of 

petroleum fuels. The vaporization of single petroleum fuel drops was simulated, and histories 

of the drop size reduction and mean molecular weight variation during vaporization were 

presented. Results show that for both diesel fuel and gasoline drops, the mean molecular 

weight of the drop continues to increase as soon as the drop vaporization starts and become 

very high at the end of the vaporization process. The curves of molecular weight distribution 

continuously shift to the high end due to the earlier vaporization of relatively lighter 

components and the increasing concentration of heavier components.  

Detailed chemistry model was integrated with the continuous thermodynamics 

vaporization model in KIVA and used for diesel combustion simulation. Predicted flame 

structures and soot distributions were compared with experimental results, and good levels of 

agreement were obtained. This good agreement shows that the present multicomponent 

vaporization model can provide a reasonable prediction of the fuel vapor distribution and can 

be used to accurately simulate the vaporization process in conditions where fuel component 

effects are important.  

To study the vaporization behavior of petroleum-biofuel blends, which are practical 

ways of using biofuels in engines, the vaporization of the blends of fuels with distinct 

physical properties and compositions was modeled. For the blends of petroleum fuels and 

biofuels, a hybrid approach, which uses continuous thermodynamics for petroleum fuels and 

discrete components for biofuels, was developed. For diesel-biodiesel blends at various 

volume ratios, simulation results show that the model predicts an increase in the drop lifetime 

if there is more biodiesel in the fuel blend. The pure biodiesel drop has a significantly longer 
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heating time than other blends due to its low vaporization rate. The vaporization rates, i.e., 

the slope of the D
2
 curve, of various fuel blends appear to be similar once the drop reaches a 

certain high temperature. During the vaporization process, the lighter components of diesel 

fuel vaporize earlier and therefore the volume fraction of biodiesel increases from the 

beginning until the late stage of the vaporization process. Biodiesel components do not 

vaporize until the drops reach a certain high enough temperature. As the vaporization process 

continues, biodiesel and most of the diesel components have vaporized, and only the heavy 

components of diesel fuel are left in the drop. Consequently, the volume fraction of biodiesel 

drops significantly at the end of the drop lifetime. 

Vaporization behaviors of gasoline-ethanol drops were also studied using the same 

hybrid approach. Results indicate that the drop with a higher ethanol concentration will have 

longer lifetime due to the relatively higher latent heat of ethanol. During the vaporization 

process, lighter components of gasoline have a higher vaporization rate than ethanol although 

both fuels in the mixture start to vaporize once the drop is generated, different from diesel-

biodiesel drops. As the vaporization continues, ethanol vaporizes at a higher rate than the 

heavier components of gasoline and the drop will reduce to a pure gasoline drop at the late 

stage of the vaporization process. A general conclusion can be made from the results of fuel 

blends at different ratios, namely, E10 and E20 drops can be approximated by a regular 

gasoline drop, and E85 can be approximated by a pure ethanol drop in terms of drop lifetime 

and vaporization history. Nonetheless, the details of the vaporization history are slightly 

different for the fuel blends. 

To extend the vaporization simulation of multicomponent fuel drops to engine operating 

conditions characterized by high pressure and high temperature, Raoult’s law, which is the 

phase equilibrium only true at low-pressure conditions, was replaced by general phase 

equilibrium in vaporization calculation. The phase equilibrium calculation under high-

pressure conditions is based on the equality of fugacity for fuel components and ambient gas 

species in both phases. For petroleum fuels, continuous thermodynamics was coupled with 

the high-pressure phase equilibrium by correlating the parameters of Peng-Robinson equation 

of state and then fugacity coefficient with the molecular weights of the continuously 

distributed components. Based on gamma distribution, equations for the molecular weight 
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distribution of the fuel components in the vapor phase at drop surface were derived. In 

addition, methods of estimating physical properties such as density, diffusivity, and enthalpy 

of vaporization under high-pressure conditions were also provided. 

The present high-pressure multicomponent vaporization model was validated using the 

experimental data of n-heptane drops at different ambient conditions. The predicted histories 

of drop size during vaporization agree well with the experimental data. The model was 

further applied to predict the vaporization of diesel fuel drop under ambient conditions with 

different temperatures and pressures. Results of the 900 K ambient temperature cases show 

that the drop lifetime decreases with increasing ambient pressure. However, at the 700 K 

ambient temperature, the drop lifetime increases with increased ambient pressure, opposite to 

the observation from the 900 K cases. This phenomenon reveals that the effect of ambient 

pressure on the drop lifetime can be dependent on ambient temperature. It is also found that 

two competing factors, namely, reduced mass transfer number (decreasing vaporization rate) 

and reduced enthalpy of vaporization (increasing drop heating rate) at higher pressure 

conditions determines the way in which the drop lifetime changes with ambient pressure. In 

any case, model results show that the mean molecular weight of the vapor is smaller than that 

of the liquid and both mean molecular weights keep increasing during the process, indicating 

that lighter components vaporize earlier than heavier components.  

Moreover, the vaporization behaviors of biodiesel and its mixture with diesel fuel under 

high-pressure conditions were also studied. Biodiesel was modeled as the mixture of five 

dominant components with compositions determined by the feedstock. The parameters of 

Peng-Robinson equation of state for biodiesel were obtained using the mixing rule based on 

the mole fractions of its five components. Vaporization results of biodiesel drops show a 

similar trend with diesel fuel drops in the variation of drop lifetime with increasing ambient 

pressure. Vaporization of the fuel mixture spray was also simulated, and results show that at 

certain point in time, the vapor of biodiesel only concentrates in a small region near the tip of 

the spray, while diesel fuel vapor exists in a much wider region around the entire liquid spray. 

The vaporization of bio-oil, which is an emerging biofuel in engines, was also simulated. 

In this study, bio-oil was modeled as the mixture of ten major components based on an 
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analysis of the compositions of bio-oil produced from different resources. A discrete 

component approach was used to model the vaporization of bio-oil based on the major 

components selected. The critical properties of the bio-oil components are estimated with 

normal boiling point according to the atom group contribution methods. Using the estimated 

critical properties, the physical properties required for vaporization calculation were also 

estimated using available correlations. The model was used to simulate the vaporization of 

bio-oil and its mixtures with different practical fuels. Vaporization results of the bio-oil drop 

show a continuous variation of the volume fractions of the components of bio-oil during the 

vaporization process. Levoglucosan is the least volatile component and its volume fraction 

increases monotonically to unity during the vaporization. The volume fractions of other 

components increase at the beginning and finally decrease to zero during the vaporization 

process. In addition, bio-oil can also be mixed with diesel fuel, biodiesel, and ethanol in 

practical applications. Vaporization modeling results of the mixtures show that bio-oil drops 

have much longer drop lifetime than other fuels or its mixtures with other fuels. The variation 

of bio-oil volume fraction in the fuel mixture is determined by the relative volatilities of the 

other fuel compared with bio-oil.  

7.2 Recommendations 

The present study is focused on the vaporization modeling in multidimensional engine 

simulation using KIVA code. In addition to accuracy, computational efficiency and stability 

should be taken into account as well. Therefore, pseudo-steady solution of the species 

equation in the vapor phase was used in this study. However, to perform a more detailed 

analysis on drop vaporization especially under high-pressure conditions, the transient 

governing equations shown in Sec. 2.1 can be solved numerically with the general phase 

equilibrium as the boundary conditions. Computational meshes can be generated in both the 

liquid and vapor phases, and the grid should be able to move according to the reducing drop 

size during vaporization.  

One of the advantages of the multicomponent vaporization models is to produce the 

distributions of the fuel component vapors in the computational domain. Multicomponent 

models have the potential to improve the engine simulation accuracy by integrating with 
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detailed chemical kinetics to simulate the combustion of the fuel components. Research in 

integrating multicomponent vaporization modeling with combustion simulation using 

detained chemistry is recommended for the future study. 

On the other hand, micro-explosion may happen during the vaporization of bio-oil drops 

due to the high water content. If the drop is heated to a temperature higher than the normal 

boiling point of water, nucleation and gasification may happen inside the drop and generate 

gas bubbles. The bubbles may have increasing size due to the continuous ambient heating 

and finally break up the drop. Therefore, micro-explosion can break up a large drop into 

smaller drops and be beneficial for the subsequent vaporization. Therefore, research on the 

micro-explosion phenomenon is interesting and can help better understand the bio-oil spray 

behaviors in an engine combustion chamber. 
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